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I, ELENE LAM, of the City of Hamilton in the Province of Ontario AFFIRM
THAT:
1.

I am the Executive Director and Founder of Butterfly (the Asian and Migrant Sex

Workers Support Network). I have knowledge of the matters to which I hereinafter depose,
save and except where expressly stated to be based on information and belief, and where
so stated, I have identified the source of my information and I verily believe it to be true.
2.

I make this Affidavit to explain the impacts that ss. 213(1), 213(1.1), 286.1(1),

286.2(1), 286.3(1), and 286.4 of the Criminal Code (the “provisions”) have on the
Butterfly community.
A. My Background
3.

In addition to my work at Butterfly, I am a PhD candidate at McMaster

University’s School of Social Work and an Adjunct Lecturer and fieldwork supervisor at
the Factor-Inwentash School of Social Work at the University of Toronto. I also hold a
Master of Social Work and a Master of Law, with a specialization in human rights.
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4.

I have been involved in support and advocacy for sex worker, migrant, labour, and

gender justice for over 20 years, first in Hong Kong and then in Canada. For over 10 years,
I served as a community organizer and Executive Director at Ziteng, a sex worker rights
organization in Hong Kong. I also have four years of experience working at the
Association Concerning Sexual Violence Against Women in Hong Kong, a rape crisis
centre.
5.

In 2013, I created a project to provide community supports for Chinese sex workers

in Toronto, in collaboration with St. Stephen’s Community House (“St. Stephen’s”) and
the Chinese Canadian National Council – Toronto. This project focused on outreach to
sex workers in massage parlours and apartments settings. Between 2013-2014, I worked
in community health and outreach at St. Stephen’s, predominately with workers in
massage parlours and apartments.
6.

I have received the following awards for my work in social justice for Asian and

migrant sex workers: (1) the Constance E. Hamilton Award for Women’s Equality,
awarded by the City of Toronto; and (2) the Chinese Canadian Achievement Individual
Award, awarded by the Chinese Canadian National Council, Toronto Chapter.
B. Butterfly
7.

Butterfly is a grassroots organization formed in 2014 by a dedicated group of sex

workers, social workers, legal and health professionals. It provides support to and
advocates for the rights of Asian and migrant sex workers. The organization is founded
upon the belief that migrants and sex workers are entitled to respect, basic human rights,
legal rights, and labour rights. We define migrants broadly as anyone with migrant
experiences, including but not limited to immigrants, temporary residents, refugees,
permanent residents, and other forms of status.
8.

Butterfly’s mandate includes the following objectives:
a) To provide support, education and information to Asian and migrant sex workers;
b) To promote safety and dignity for all sex workers, regardless of their gender, race
or immigration status;
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c) To enhance access to health, social, labour and legal rights and services;
d) To promote equality and eliminate racism, stigma and discrimination against sex
workers in general, and Asian and migrant sex workers specifically;
e) To facilitate the building of support networks and solidarity among sex workers;
f) To build leadership and to facilitate opportunities for the voices of sex workers to
be heard in society; and
g) To advocate for the human rights of sex workers and to promote the
decriminalization of sex work.
9.

Butterfly has one full-time coordinator, six part-time outreach workers, and

numerous dedicated volunteers. The Butterfly team and network provides crisis support,
for example when individuals experience violence or family crises. We also assist workers
by providing services and programming, including: support in accessing social, health and
legal services (e.g. providing legal information, referrals, companionship during legal
proceedings, and translation services); English classes; workshops on capacity building,
health and safety, and legal rights; and translating information so workers can understand
policies that directly affect them.
10.

Since its inception, Butterfly has connected with over 5,000 sex workers, the

majority of whom are migrant workers. In this affidavit, I will refer to Butterfly’s contacts
as “Butterfly participants”, including those who contact our information lines, those who
access services and supports, and those we meet through outreach. While there are migrant
sex workers who work on street locations, most Butterfly participants work in indoor
settings, including those working in apartments, condos, hotels, escort services, as well as
those working in massage parlours where they may or may not provide sexual services. I
use the term massage parlour to broadly include locations offering massage services, but
these businesses may also be referred to as body rub parlours, holistic centres, and personal
wellness centres.
11.

On a regular basis, Butterfly is actively in touch with about 500 migrant sex

workers. Butterfly mainly operates in Toronto, Ontario, but we also have connections and
provide support to migrant sex workers in other cities, particularly in Vancouver,
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Montreal, Saskatchewan, Winnipeg, and Manitoba. Butterfly provides sex workers with a
valuable network by fostering relationships and community support. Workers often turn
to the Butterfly network for assistance with social, medical, and legal needs, particularly
during times of crisis.
C. Migrant Workers Information
12.

With respect to demographics, Butterfly mostly works with Asian and migrant sex

workers. Most Butterfly participants are Chinese, but we also work with workers from
other backgrounds, including but not limited to, Indian, Thai, Malay, Vietnamese, and
Korean workers.
13.

Very few Butterfly participants have citizenship status, some have permanent

resident status, but most are in precarious situations, e.g. no status, students, and refugees.
The sex workers we support typically work in massage parlours (where they may or may
not engage in direct contact sex work), escort services, and also indoor settings, including
in apartments, condos, and hotels. We support workers in massage parlours who do not
engage in sex work because these workers are also affected by discrimination and the
criminalization of sex work.
14.

We typically work with cisgender women, but we also work with trans-identified

workers and occasionally male-identified workers. Most of the sex workers that Butterfly
comes in contact with are middle aged, but ages range from twenties to seventies. For a
sample snapshot, Butterfly conducted a needs assessment survey of Asian migrant sex
workers in Toronto in 2019. In this survey of 52 workers, we found that ages ranged from
24-64, with 10% being 25-34, 35% being 35-44, 40% being 45-54, and the remaining 15%
were over 55 years old. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit “A” is a copy of “Beyond
Tales of Trafficking: A Needs Assessment of Asian Migrant Sex Workers in Toronto”. I
was the principal investigator and a co-author for this report. For this project, Butterfly
was advised by Dr. Emily van der Meulen, a Professor in the Department of Criminology
at Ryerson University.
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15.

In my work with Butterfly, I have observed, and participants have reported, that

they face stereotypes and racism in their everyday life. A pervasive stereotype about Asian
and migrant sex workers is that they are victims of trafficking and that they are ignorant,
particularly because they are more likely to face language barriers and social isolation.
This narrative suggests that Asian and migrant workers need to be “saved” and this denies
them of agency. Another common stereotype that Butterfly has observed is that Asian and
migrant sex workers are part of exploitative organized crime rings. I have frequently seen
these stereotypes deployed in the media, in government meetings, and by non-government
organizations. For example, I have seen numerous media and news reports where Butterfly
members are framed as trafficked victims or part of exploitative organized crime.
However, I know through my work with these participants that they were not trafficked
and there was no element of exploitation in their work.
16.

In the course of Butterfly’s outreach and community research, I have learned that

many Butterfly participants find sex work empowering and rewarding. Not only does it
provide them with better income, it also permits them to have more flexible working hours.
Butterfly participants have reported that they prefer sex work over jobs that they had in
other industries, such as factories and restaurants. In addition, some Butterfly participants
have reported that they have been able to escape abusive relationships by entering the sex
industry, as it has provided them with greater financial independence. Other positive
aspects of sex work reported include: the ability to help others; working with colleagues
who speak their own languages; happiness and satisfaction; ability to integrate into
Canadian society; and ability to expand social networks. Butterfly has spoken directly to
migrant sex workers and documented their stories. For example, “Butterfly Voices” is a
collection of stories from migrant sex workers around the world that Butterfly published
in 2015. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit “B” is a copy of “Butterfly Voices”.
D. Impact of the Provisions on Migrant Sex Workers
17.

In this section, I share my observations about the impact of the provisions on Asian

and migrant sex workers. The sources of my information and belief are my own empirical
research, my firsthand observations, and information that sex workers reported to
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Butterfly. Since Butterfly is trusted and well-connected in the migrant sex work
community, we have access to perspectives that might not otherwise be available. For
example, Butterfly is one of the main social supports for migrant sex workers in Ontario
and beyond, as many fear that disclosure of their identities to health, social, and
government services may result in immigration consequences and negatively impact their
lives.
18.

While I share the stories of some Butterfly participants in this affidavit, I am not

able to provide personal identifying information due to privacy concerns and
confidentiality obligations. I have gathered my information in the context of answering
the Butterfly hotline, crisis support, outreach, surveys, and community consultations.
However, in these contexts, I am bound by obligations of confidentiality. Anonymity is
critical to Butterfly participants, as association with sex work may jeopardize their
livelihoods and immigration status.
19.

I am aware of changes in the conditions faced by Asian and migrant sex workers

after the change in the law invoked by the Protection of Communities and Exploited
Persons Act (the “PCEPA”) in December 2014. I have been involved in outreach and
support for Asian and migrant sex workers in Canada since 2013, in my capacity as a St.
Stephen’s outreach worker and through the Chinese sex worker support project.
(a) Impact of the prohibition against advertising
20.

After the PCEPA came into force, I noticed that it became more difficult for sex

workers to advertise their work. Prior to the entry into force of the new provisions, migrant
workers were able to find people to assist with advertisements more easily. Notably, the
cost of advertisements was lower and some services were free. Friends, family, and clients
would assist with posting advertisements, including in newspapers and online. This is
particularly important for migrant workers who are more likely to face barriers with
respect to language and access to technology. However, now that it is a criminal offence
to assist sex workers with advertising, people are less likely to help.
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21.

After the prohibition on advertising came into force, many websites were shut

down. For services that did remain, policies became more restricted, and fees were either
introduced and/or increased. Some websites even introduced proof of identification
requirements, which poses particular challenges for migrant workers without status.
22.

Not only has the prohibition against advertising made it more difficult for sex

workers to find places to advertise, sex workers have reported to Butterfly that they have
less control over the content of their postings. For example, prior to the prohibition on
advertising, sex workers could describe themselves, the services offered and not offered,
as well as price. But since advertising sexual services is now illegal, postings need to be
vague. This creates barriers to consent. Butterfly participants reported that
misunderstandings with clients have become more frequent, as it is not clear from the
outset what services are and are not available.
23.

For many sex workers, advertising is essential and it is important and empowering

to be able to set one’s terms and conditions upfront and to establish one’s business. Clear
communication through advertising also gives sex workers greater control over their own
safety. For example, a migrant sex worker with language barriers might employ
professional writers, family, friends, or clients to assist them in articulating their message,
thereby overcoming language barriers. However, the current prohibition on advertising
decreases the number of people who are available to assist, and for those who are willing
to take the risk, they often try to minimize the amount of communication with the worker
about the nature of the advertisement. Therefore, Butterfly participants have reported that
they have less control over the message that is ultimately posted in the ad, and that this
impacts their ability to set terms, screen clients, and ultimately, give consent.
24.

Another benefit of advertising that Butterfly participants have reported is the

ability to find different employers through their advertisements when their existing
working conditions are problematic; however, these options are now reduced. As a result,
Butterfly participants are more likely to remain in unfavourable and unsafe working
conditions. Fewer advertisements also mean that Butterfly outreach workers, who depend
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on advertisements to locate and provide supports to migrant sex workers, face more
challenges conducting this outreach.
(b) Impact of criminalizing purchase and communication for the purpose of purchasing
25.

The criminalization of purchasing and communication for the purpose of

purchasing sexual services has harmed migrant sex workers. Just like any industry, there
are good clients, bad clients, and those in between. However, the PCEPA casts all clients
in a negative light, effectively deeming them all to be exploitative. This is far from the
truth. Most clients are average people seeking intimacy, some clients are very supportive,
others may be problematic and abusive. However, the criminalization of clients does not
differentiate between them.
26.

For migrant sex workers, clients are a crucial resource and support system. In

addition to contributing to and providing much needed income for migrant sex workers,
clients have often acted as supports for migrant workers, as many are new to the country,
face language barriers, cannot drive, and/or have precarious living situations. Clients have
reached out to Butterfly to let us know that a sex worker has expressed the need for
support. For example, clients have approached Butterfly because a sex worker they knew
had been physically or sexually assaulted, robbed, was experiencing bad working
conditions, or was in need of a safe place to stay.
27.

Clients have also provided direct social, emotional, and financial support to sex

workers. For example, Butterfly participants have reported that clients have assisted them
with: advertising; renting spaces; managing documents; driving them to health
appointments; referring them to other resources; navigating Canadian systems and
policies; assisting them with travel arrangements to visit their home countries; and
escaping violent situations and bad working conditions.
28.

Having worked with migrant sex workers in Canada since 2013, I noticed a sharp

change in the nature of relationships between workers and clients when the PCEPA came
into place. Butterfly participants have reported that criminalization has inhibited their
ability to form productive and supportive relationships with clients. Butterfly participants
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have noted that clients are not willing to provide the same level of support in the past, and
that they do not want to be visible even if providing support. Since the change in the law,
I have received fewer calls directly from clients, compared to the period I worked with
migrant sex workers before 2014.
29.

While many clients still want to help, they are afraid and not willing to provide the

same level of support, and they do not want to be visible in doing so. Butterfly participants
have reported that clients are afraid of being criminally charged, incarcerated, losing their
jobs, and experiencing other negative impacts on family relationships and friendships. For
example, they might just provide sex workers with Butterfly’s phone number, rather than
directly assisting them.
30.

Butterfly participants also report that fewer clients are willing to provide their true

identities and contact information. This makes it harder to screen clients and to know who
can and cannot be trusted.
31.

Butterfly participants have reported that communication has been hindered

between clients and sex workers. Specifically, they report that clients often communicate
through innuendo and suggestion rather than directly. However, the lack of proper
communications breeds misunderstanding and impedes consent. For example, Butterfly
participants have reported that clients have assumed that particular services are offered,
when they are not. This is particularly problematic in the context of massage parlours and
spas, as not all of these businesses offer sexual services, and not all workers offer sexual
services or provide the same services. Because there is no clear communication, it is harder
to establish consent. As a result, I am aware of incidences of sex workers being pressured
into doing more than they would like to.
(c) Impact of criminalization of third parties and collaborative work
32.

Butterfly participants work with many types of third parties, including but not

limited to receptionists, landlords, drivers, management at sex work establishments, and
massage parlour owners. These third parties may be previously known to workers, family
members, friends, or people who generally offer these services to sex workers more
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broadly. Third parties are particularly important for migrant sex workers, as many workers
have limited resources. For example, by working at a managed establishment, migrant
workers with limited access to funds can start working without paying overhead costs like
rent and advertising fees. It is helpful for migrant sex workers to have access to third
parties in managed settings, where there are already programs and protocols in place. Not
only do third parties provide support with respect to the work itself, they also support
migrant sex workers in other aspects of their lives. For example, Butterfly participants
who are new to the country have relied on third parties to help them navigate life in
Canada, as they have greater familiarity with the official languages and the community.
33.

In addition, many Butterfly participants report that they often act as third parties

for one another, collaborating in all aspects of the work, including renting space,
purchasing supplies, advertising, coordinating with clients to book appointments, and
making client referrals. Many migrant workers benefit from working in a collective
environment, where they can learn from and support one another, including sharing best
practices and information and safety practices.
34.

Based on Butterfly’s outreach and programming, I am aware that it is common for

retired sex workers to assist with third party services, both paid and unpaid. Retired
workers assist by setting up appointments, arranging work space, referring clients, and
training new sex workers on best practices and protective measures. As former workers,
they are able to leverage their skills and knowledge of the industry to improve safety
conditions for current workers.
35.

Family members of migrant sex workers are implicated as third parties as well.

Butterfly has assisted sex workers whose family members have been charged for sex work
related offences. Spouses and partners often assist Butterfly participants with logistics,
such as setting up appointments, paying rent and telephone bills.
36.

Those working with and assisting migrant sex workers are often suspected of being

criminal third parties, even in the absence of evidence of exploitation. Even as a social
worker who is also the head of Butterfly, when supporting Butterfly participants, I have
had to demonstrate that I am not a third party when seeking information from law
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enforcement. For example, I assisted a Butterfly participant who had been detained after
a hotel raid. When I reached out to law enforcement to provide support for the participant,
law enforcement officers were immediately suspicious of me. They asked for extensive
documentation regarding my social work background. I understand from my social work
contacts that this is not a common practice. The officer subsequently informed me that
they had asked me for credentials because they suspected that I was calling because I was
part of an organized crime group.
37.

Because of the criminalization of third parties, Butterfly participants have reported

that third parties often do not communicate openly with sex workers. For example,
massage parlour owners/managers are not able to discuss sexual services with their
employees, pretending that sex work is not taking place even though they know that it is.
Owners, managers, and workers typically do not contact the police when violence and
abuse take place because they are afraid that they will be investigated and charged for
third party offences, and that their workplace/business will be shut down. Even if they are
not charged with a criminal offence, the police may inform landlords that illegal sex work
is taking place on the premises, thus resulting in eviction.

38.

Butterfly participants working in the sex industry and massage parlours are often

discouraged from speaking about their work with anyone; therefore, they are not able to
transparently discuss what services are and are not offered – whether with employers,
clients, or colleagues. This also means that they are not able to share their work
experiences, including experiences of violence and/or sexual assault, even though this
information is critical for the prevention of future harm. But even if they were to tell each
other, most Butterfly participants indicate that will not seek help from the police, as they
fear that they will be implicated in crimes and their immigration status will be jeopardized.
Therefore, despite working in a setting with others around, sex workers remain isolated
because they cannot share their experiences.
39.

Due to the criminalization of third parties, managers and owners are less likely to

be able to provide safe and healthy working conditions. Due to the environment of fear
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and concealment, Butterfly participants have reported that managers and owners often do
not speak directly about sex work. Therefore, they cannot ask what resources and policies
sex workers want and need, for example, the provision of safer sex tools and resources. I
have been informed by Butterfly participants that some massage parlour managers prohibit
the presence of condoms entirely, fearing that they may be found in raids and inspections.
In fact, Butterfly outreach workers are sometimes not allowed to enter sex work
establishments, due to fear that there will be an association with sex work. That is not to
say that managers and owners are inherently bad, but that they are faced with difficult
choices because of the risks of criminalization. Many managers and owners reach out to
Butterfly to get assistance for their workers as well.
40.

As with clients, Butterfly participants have reported that they are not able to obtain

information about third parties who they do not already know within their networks and
communities, as many are not willing to provide personal details. As a result, they are not
able to take measures to adequately inquire with others about the third party to ensure they
are working with reliable people.
41.

Butterfly participants have reported that the third parties who are willing to help

may provide lower quality service because they are trying to avoid detection, which in
turn reduces safety. Sex workers are not able to access the services they desire, as third
parties are afraid of: working too closely with them; appearing at their workplace to protect
their safety; and being perceived as controlling them. On one occasion, an Asian migrant
sex worker was murdered during an out-call appointment. The driver informed Butterfly
that he knew the worker may have been in danger because she did not respond to his text
message to verify her safety. However, he did not take immediate action because he was
afraid that he would get in trouble for being involved as a sex work third party.
42.

My team at Butterfly has assisted Butterfly participants, family members, and

former sex workers who have been investigated and, in some cases, criminally charged
with crimes under the third party, procuring, and advertising provisions. These individuals
were charged, even though Butterfly knew the participants and understood that there was
no element of exploitation in their relationship. Rather, they were providing support to sex
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workers in the course of their work, including answering phones, booking appointments,
posting ads, and providing a place to work.
(d) Impact of the provisions on working conditions
43.

Since sex work is criminalized, Asian and migrant sex workers face many

challenges in addressing workplace conflicts and injuries. Like any workplace, there will
be good employers and bad employers. However, the prohibition on sex work businesses
affects the quality of employment options available and reduces the bargaining power of
sex workers. Butterfly participants have reported that they feel like they cannot leave a
workplace, even if they are being mistreated, underpaid, and/or the working conditions
are unsafe. They feel that they cannot leave for several reasons, including that:
criminalization means conditions may be similar across workplaces; they would need to
give up their existing connections and supports; it would be difficult to assess the
conditions at other workplaces in any event, because of the secrecy surrounding the
industry. Criminalization therefore serves as a barrier to addressing abusive working
relationships.
44.

Due to the criminal provisions, sex workers are less likely to get help when they

need it. For example, the vast majority of Butterfly participants who have been injured in
the workplace have not reported the injuries or sought compensation. Both sex workers
and managers have indicated that they are afraid of disclosing their involvement in the sex
industry. Similarly, Butterfly participants have felt that they had no recourse when facing
other workplace conflicts, such as underpayment, mistreatment, harassment, and even
violence. They did not believe that reporting these issues to the authorities would improve
their conditions, as they would effectively be admitting their involvement in sex work
businesses, which would threaten the sex worker’s place of work and livelihood. The risk
is even greater for migrant workers, who fear the risk of loss of immigration status and
deportation.
45.

Prior to the PCEPA, Butterfly participants were primarily concerned about

potential immigration consequences connected to sex work, rather than the risk of criminal
charges. This also accords with my personal experiences in assisting sex workers. There
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were two incidents while working at St. Stephen’s where I assisted sex workers in
reporting the crimes to the police after they had been robbed. At the time, the police
investigator informed me that the police would not make referrals to Canada Border
Security Agency (CBSA), and that no criminal investigation related to sex work would
result. These cases led to the arrest of the perpetrators. At the time, I was not concerned
about the complainants being at risk of criminal charges. However, after the PCEPA was
passed, the same police officer informed me that it could not be guaranteed that
information about sex workers obtained in the course of an investigation would not lead
to charges against complainants, or that it would not be shared with other government
departments such as immigration authorities. Accordingly, I inform Butterfly participants
of the potential implications of reporting crimes to the police.
46.

A Butterfly member reported that her place of work had been robbed four times.

The robbers had been armed and some workers had been injured. However, they felt that
they could not call the police. I learned of this story during interviews that I conducted for
Butterfly’s publication, “Behind the Rescue: How Anti-Trafficking Investigations and
Policies Harm Migrant Sex Workers” (published April 2018, revised June 2018). Attached
to this affidavit as Exhibit “C” is a copy of this publication. This report consisted of 18
stories told to Butterfly by migrant sex workers. The purpose of the report was to highlight
and understand the everyday realities of migrant workers, including the impacts of the
criminalization of sex work.
47.

The example I just provided is only one incident that is part of a more widespread

problem. In my survey of workers in spa and wellness centres, which involved 61
participants, the majority of the respondents (62.2%) said that they were not likely to seek
help from law enforcement. Reasons reported included that: they feared being arrested,
charged, fined, and/or discriminated against by police or law enforcement; previous
negative experiences; and fear of subsequent retaliation by police. For example, Butterfly
participants have reported incidents where law enforcement have: requested sexual
favours from sex workers; searched them without warrants; seized money and valuables;
and engaged in intimidation and other abuse. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit “D” is
a copy of “Survey on Toronto Holistic Practitioners’ Experiences with Bylaw
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Enforcement and Police”, published 2018. I am the author of the report, and it was
produced by Butterfly, the Coalition Against Abuse by Bylaw Enforcement Canadian, the
HIV Legal Network, and the Holistic Practitioners Alliance.
48.

These incidents involving law enforcement are enabled by the existence of the

criminal prohibitions against the sex industry. Unlike other industries, the criminalization
of sex work gives police the power to investigate sex workers’ workplaces, and sex
workers who face abuse are deterred from reporting because they fear criminal and
immigration consequences.
49.

Butterfly participants frequently express how police raids in relation to sex work

and human trafficking investigations (which are often combined) negatively affect their
working conditions, as they are highly disruptive and distressing. After police raids have
closed down their places of work, Butterfly participants have reported that they have been
forced to work in isolated locations, rather than in shared commercial spaces. For example,
many moved to more isolated areas, such as smaller cities or towns, where they were
further apart from others who speak their language, other sex workers, and community
supports. Butterfly participants have reported that when they are displaced to more
isolated areas, such as small towns, they fear going outside. Because they are Asian, they
felt that they stood out in the community and they feared being identified by neighbours
and reported.
50.

The effects of displacement are significant. Butterfly has observed that after

workplaces have been shut down, some Asian and migrant sex workers have had to
relocate to apartments. Thereafter, Butterfly participants have reported that they
experienced more robberies, due to reduced security compared to working at a commercial
establishment. Butterfly members also reported that they were more likely to feel
pressured to perform sexual services they did not want to do when working alone out of
an apartment, where full contact sexual services are more likely to be provided, and
compared to working in a space with other workers and management present.
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(e) Intersection of the Provisions with Other Laws
51.

The provisions, particularly the criminalization of businesses related to sex work,

intersect with other laws, including: (i) tenancy laws; (ii) immigration law; and (iii)
municipal by-laws.
(i) Tenancy Laws
52.

Under tenancy laws, tenants may be evicted for committing an illegal act in the

rental unit or by allowing others to commit illegal acts in their space. Therefore, even
though sex workers are “immune” from prosecution for the sale of their own sexual
services, they are still implicated in the tenancy context for allowing illegal activities to
take place.
53.

For example, a Butterfly member informed me that she had been assaulted in her

apartment, and that a neighbour called the police because of her screaming. However, her
conditions worsened because of this. The police informed her building management that
she was involved in sex work, and she was subsequently evicted from her home.
Specifically, she immediately lost access to the building because her access fob was
deactivated, she lost the rent and deposit already paid for the unit, she needed to spend
more money to rent and move to a new place, and she also lost regular clients and the
support network that she had built nearby. Therefore, when that same sex worker was
assaulted on another occasion, she did not scream because she was afraid of facing a
similar situation. Even if the police do not specifically alert building management, the
appearance of the police at an apartment may alert neighbours, management, and landlords
to occurrence of sex work.
54.

Butterfly participants have informed me that landlords have taken advantage when

they are aware of the tenant’s involvement in sex work, even when they do not work from
their homes. For example, landlords have demanded higher rent and illegally evicted
Butterfly participants without abiding by the formal process. However, the Butterfly
participants did not feel that they could assert their rights, as they feared that being “outed”
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as sex workers would result in harmful consequences, including criminal investigations
and/or problems with immigration authorities.
(ii) Immigration Law
55.

Even if charges are not laid, criminal investigations result in severe consequences

for migrant sex workers, including the seizure of money, electronic devices, and other
valuables. Butterfly participants not only fear prosecution, but many report that their
greatest fear is deportation. Butterfly participants say they fear that they will be criminally
charged, that they will be found in violation of immigration conditions that prohibit them
from working in the sex industry. Migrant workers also fear that they will be removed
from Canada because of their involvement in sex work.
56.

In many cases, after Butterfly participants have encounters with the police (e.g.

during raids of massage parlours or their apartments on the basis of allegations of sex work
offences, or when migrant sex workers report violence or other violations), the Canada
Border Services Agency (the “CBSA”) may get involved. Many Butterfly participants
have been arrested and subsequently lost their immigration status. Butterfly participants
have been deemed inadmissible because of their involvement in sex work.
57.

In addition, when migrant workers are detained, they may be detained for longer

periods of time and are denied bail because of ongoing investigations regarding criminal
activities, even if no charges are laid. For example, Butterfly assisted a migrant worker
who was arrested and detained. She needed the permission of CBSA to leave Canada, but
she was not allowed to do so because there was an ongoing investigation to determine
whether any third parties had assisted her in proving her sexual services.
58.

I am aware of at least 30 Butterfly participants who have had to leave Canada after

having an encounter with the government, e.g. the police or immigration authorities. Some
workers are required to leave because they are formally deported. Others are provided
departure orders or deportation orders, requesting the individual to leave “voluntarily”.
These impacts are not limited to the sex workers themselves. There have been incidents
involving Butterfly participants, where their family members and partners have been
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impacted. For example, a sex worker sought Butterfly’s help when the CBSA demanded
that her boyfriend, who was on a student visa, leave the country voluntarily because of his
involvement with her.
(iii) Municipal By-laws
59.

The criminal provisions have resulted in the creation of municipal bylaws that

target businesses that are commonly associated with sex work, even if no sex work is
taking place. Due to the existence of the criminal provisions, municipalities create
regulations that seek to eliminate criminal venues and the sex industry more broadly. In
Toronto and Newmarket, Butterfly has observed that bylaws related to massage parlours
have facilitated further surveillance and displacement of sex workers. Used in conjunction
with the criminal provisions, municipal bylaws further isolate sex workers and put them
in more precarious situations.
(f) Impacts of the provisions on personal and sexual autonomy
60.

Overall, the criminal provisions have reduced the range of options for Butterfly

participants. This in turn has reduced their bargaining power and increased dependency
on the options that are available, which then leads to greater opportunities for exploitation.
Sex workers have different preferences about how they would like to work. Some enjoy
running their own business, advertising, and daily administration. Others prefer working
in a managed setting. However, criminalization has inhibited sex workers from making
these decisions for themselves, and instead push them toward isolation.
61.

Butterfly participants have expressed that they feel more empowered when they

have more options – for example, regarding access to advertising, access to third parties,
and employers – but the provisions remove those options and force sex workers to work
in settings where they have less options, agency, and control over their working
conditions.
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(g) Impacts of the provisions on stigma
62.

The impugned provisions convey the message that sex work is immoral and wrong,

therefore, perpetuating stigma associated with sex work. Consequently, Butterfly
participants rarely disclose their involvement in sex work. For example, Butterfly engaged
in a consultation of service providers, including settlement organizations, health
professionals, violence against women organizations, and legal clinics. I was informed by
these service providers that no one had identified themselves as a sex worker to them.
However, I knew for a fact that Butterfly participants had been clients of those service
providers, but the providers were not aware that they had clients who were sex workers.
Due to the fear of criminalization and deportation as well as the stigma that migrant sex
workers experience, Butterfly participants avoid disclosing their sex work as well as any
personal identifying information in any context, including at medical appointments.
63.

It can be extremely difficult to access assistance if a person’s involvement in sex

work is disclosed. For example, Butterfly participants have been rejected from supports
like shelters and women’s organizations because of their involvement in sex work. Many
services do not provide access to support and resources unless sex workers commit to
“exiting” the sex industry.
64.

The effects of the criminal provisions also intersect with anti-Asian racism, which

often involves two dual stereotypes. On the one hand, there is the assumption that Asian
women are naïve, passive, and that they cannot consent to sex work. These beliefs
perpetuate the narrative that Asian sex workers are all being exploited and trafficked and
that they need to be saved, for example through police raids shutting down massage
parlours, which are predominately Asian-operated, or arresting and charging all third
parties associated with Asian sex workers.
65.

On the other hand, Asian women are fetishized and viewed as sexualized bodies

that are sinful, immoral, and illegal. These attitudes, which are bolstered by the
criminalization of sex work, fuel anti-Asian hate and violence against Asian sex workers.
An example includes the recent shootings in Atlanta, where six Asian women working in
massage parlours were murdered.
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66.

Since 2014, we have learned of 7 Asian workers in massage parlours and the sex

industry who have been murdered in Toronto, York Region, and Peel Region. Their
murders are tied to the criminalization of sex work, as Asian migrant sex workers avoid
detection from police and others for fear of negative criminal and immigration
consequences. They are consequently isolated and targeted for violence. As discussed
above, due to the criminalization of sex work, Butterfly participants have often reported
that they are not able to seek redress for violence and other abuses. Since it is commonly
known that migrant sex workers are less likely to report incidents to the police, service
providers, and others, aggressors have taken advantage.
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Introduction
Butterfly (Asian and Migrant Sex Worker Support
Network) provides support to, and advocates for
the rights of, Asian and migrant1 sex workers. We
are an organization founded upon the belief that
sex workers are entitled to respect and human
rights regardless of type of work, place of origin, or
citizenship status. We engage in outreach to sexual
service establishments, including apartments, hotels,
massage parlours (which can include holistic centres
and body rub parlours), and spas across the City of
Toronto, meeting with hundreds of migrant Asian sex
workers annually. We have found that the majority
of the workers in the city’s massage parlours and
spas2 are migrant women from Asian countries. They
often face unique challenges based both on their
work in the sex industry and their immigration status.
Such challenges include sex work stigma, racial and
gender-based discrimination, substandard working
conditions, language barriers, gendered relations
of power, surveillance by police, immigration, and
bylaw enforcement officers, and precarious living
arrangements. Asian sex workers also have to
contend with dominant notions that deem them
trafficked victims in need of “saving,” thus denying
them agency in their decision making.
Adding to these challenges is a legal context in
which sex workers’ labour activities, their clients,
and their business arrangements are criminalized
and/or penalized through criminal and immigration
laws, as well as municipal bylaws. In 2014, the
federal government implemented the Protection of
Communities and Exploited Persons Act (PCEPA),
which frames sex work as inherently exploitative
and problematic. This national legislation imposes
prohibitions on the purchase of sexual services,
receiving a material benefit from the commercial
exchange of those services, and sex work-related
advertising, all while purporting to lift the restrictions
on sex workers themselves. Thus, Canada’s current
criminal law framework targets clients as well as

third party managers, owners, and operators of sex
industry establishments. However, sex workers are
still being arrested, charged, prosecuted, stopped at
borders, and harassed by police. Immigration laws
and regulations further compound the situation for
migrant sex workers, as temporary residents who are
in Canada on work permits are barred from engaging
in sex work or related industries, even in sexualoriented workplaces that are municipally licensed.
The City of Toronto, which licenses strip clubs,
holistic centres, and body rub parlours, imposes many
onerous rules and regulations, and city inspectors
allocate fines and other penalties to workers.
While the nature of sex work criminalization and
regulation has been extensively studied, resulting in
an expanding body of literature in the growing field
of sex work studies, as of yet, few researchers have
systematically examined or adequately addressed
the intersecting socio-legal issues faced by migrant
Asian sex workers. There is thus limited knowledge
or awareness of their specific experiences. In 2017,
Butterfly undertook a peer-led process of surveying
and interviewing Asian sex workers in the City of
Toronto. The goal of our research was to better
understand Asian sex workers’ needs and to examine
their challenges in accessing community, health, and
social services, as well as in maintaining safe and just
working conditions.

1

A migrant is anyone with landed immigrant or refugee status, or with a temporary work or student permit, or anyone who has
moved from another country to Canada and is without immigration papers (often referred to as ‘undocumented’).

2

“Massage parlour” and “spa” are terms commonly used to describe establishments offering massage, body work, body rub, or
holistic services including reiki, aromatherapy, and shiatsu. These establishments are governed in Toronto by municipal bylaws
regulating “holistic health centres” and “body rub parlours.” Registered massage therapists are regulated by the Ontario College
of Massage Therapy, and are therefore not required to obtain a licence with the City of Toronto. Practitioners in Toronto’s
massage parlours and spas offer various types of services, which may or may not include sexual services.
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The needs assessment objectives were:
1. To assess the health and safety needs of migrant
Asian sex workers in Toronto’s massage parlours,
spas, apartments, and other indoor sex industry
workplaces;
2. To understand what barriers they may face when
trying to access a range of health, social, and
community supports; and
3. To make the needs assessment findings widely
available to policy-makers, the general public, and
health and social service providers with the aim of
increasing understanding and improving service
provision.
This report presents a summary of our methods and
findings from the interviews and surveys, as well as
recommendations for advancing the human and labour
rights of workers in this sector. The study received
ethical approval from the Community Research Ethics
Office (CREO) and was generously funded by the
Access, Equity and Human Rights Community Funding
Program of the City of Toronto.
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Summary of Key Findings
Trafficking and debt bondage were not reasons for engaging in sex work.
Contrary to popular narratives that represent most or all Asian migrant sex workers as victims of trafficking,
none of the women in this study reported having experienced debt bondage or being trafficked. Participants
described willfully deciding to move from mainstream employment (primarily restaurants and factories) to
work in the sex industry. They indicated that sex work was preferable for them as it provides greater pay, has
more flexible hours, and includes other social benefits.
Negative experiences with bylaw enforcement and police officers are common.
The majority of the participants reported unpleasant or unsafe experiences with law enforcement officers,
including feeling discriminated against and harassed in their workspaces, as well as receiving fines and
tickets for questionable infractions. This has led to a significant lack of trust between law enforcement and
Asian migrant sex workers in Toronto, and consequently a profound reluctance to call police when a crime
has occurred. Even in cases of workplace violence, very few of the participants reported these incidents
to the police. Most kept silent, tried to deal with it themselves, or informed friends, family, co-workers, or
community organizations.
Language barriers are a significant obstacle to accessing services.
Lack of fluency or proficiency in English was highlighted by the research participants as causing numerous
problems in their daily lives, including their ability to have general conversations, to understand workrelated terminology, and to fill out government or other paperwork. Language barriers were among the
most commonly reported reasons for not accessing health, social, or community supports and services.
Some admitted that they have never thought about seeking external supports because they did not know
any service providers who speak their language.
Mental health issues are a major, unaddressed concern.
Over half of the participants indicated that they had mental health concerns, however, only two women
disclosed ever having accessed a mental health service. Lack of time, cultural beliefs, and the combined
stigmas of having a mental health issue, working in the sex industry, and being a migrant were significant
factors in women’s lack of engagement with mental health supports. Many participants also said that they
address their stress and anxiety issues on their own to avoid troubling others.
Fear of having to disclose sex work or immigration status prevents some women from
accessing services altogether.
Criminalization and stigma around sex work and immigration status were notable factors influencing many
aspects of the research participants’ lives, including whether or not they were comfortable seeking support
from various community, social, and health services. One third of the participants indicated that they had
never accessed a health service, while half of the participants reported never having accessed a social service.
Among these women, the majority indicated their reasons for not accessing these services were not knowing
how, or not wanting to have to disclose either their immigration status or their sex work identity.
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Methodology

What did we do and what were the limitations?

Between July and December 2017, Butterfly staff
and peer community research assistants conducted
52 surveys and 10 in-depth interviews (between 30
minutes to 1.5 hours each) with Asian migrant women
working in indoor sex industry settings in Toronto.
Respondents were recruited during Butterfly’s outreach
activities, casework follow-up, and workshops, as well
as through word-of-mouth and snowball sampling
methods. Most of the respondents work in massage
parlours or spas where Butterfly conducts outreach
on a biweekly basis, while some work in apartments
or other indoor locales. The eligibility requirements
for study participation included a minimum age of 18,
having migrated to Canada from an Asian country,
and self-identification as having worked in a massage
parlour, spa, apartment, or other indoor setting where
sex work takes place.
The surveys and in-depth interviews were
administered by trusted members of the Butterfly
community who participated in the study as research
assistants. These occurred either in respondents’
workplaces for their convenience, or in community
settings around the city. The audio recorded interviews
were conducted in English, Cantonese, or Mandarin,
and were transcribed and translated into English for
data analysis. Butterfly obtained informed consent
from all research participants, who were provided with
TTC tokens for their travel to the interview location as
well as a fifty dollar honorarium for being interviewed,
or a twenty dollar honorarium for participating in the
survey. This compensation recognizes the importance
of their time and contribution to the study.

Scope and Limitations
It is important to note that the needs assessment took
place during a time in Toronto when inspections, raids,
and overall bylaw enforcement and police surveillance
had increased considerably. An atmosphere of
fear and mistrust of social service providers and
law enforcement, combined with ongoing societal
stigma and shaming of sex workers, may have
affected participant responses. Of significance, due
to community fear surrounding immigration officer
interventions and deportations, Butterfly research
assistants refrained from asking participants about
their immigration or citizenship status to avoid
undue discomfort. Lack of data in this regard created
limitations for our findings, for example, whether sex
workers’ fears were restricted only to police and bylaw
enforcement, or if they also included Canadian Border
Services Agency officials.
In terms of language considerations, outreach team
members from Butterfly speak English, Mandarin,
and Cantonese. The survey and interview samples
were therefore limited to these three languages.
Further, while the vast majority of indoor migrant
Asian sex workers in Toronto’s spas and parlours are
cis-gendered women, we recognize that there are also
Asian men as well as trans and gender-nonconforming
workers in these sectors. While it would be valuable to
examine their experiences, only cis-gendered women
volunteered to participate in the study. Finally, based
on Butterfly’s observations and outreach activities,
Asian women are much more likely to work in indoor
sex establishments as compared to street-based
contexts, and our recruitment criteria reflects this scope.
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Research Results
The following section presents quantitative findings
from the 52 surveys conducted, with narrative
segments drawn from the 10 qualitative interviews.
We begin by highlighting participants’ sociodemographic characteristics before discussing their
sex industry working conditions and their access to
health and social services.

Indeed, 8 percent (n= 4) noted that they immigrated
less than 1 year ago; 31 percent (n= 16) had lived in
Canada for 1-5 years; approximately 37 percent (n=
19) had been residents for 6-10 years; and 25 percent
(n= 13) had been in the country for more than 10 years.

Less than 1 year

I.

DEMOGRAPHICS: WHO DID WE TALK TO?

In order to get a sense of the study participants’
backgrounds, we asked them questions about their
age and gender, country of origin and immigration
story, as well as relationship status, education history,
and housing situation.
Age and Gender
All of the survey respondents (n= 52) identified
as female. Their ages ranged from 24 to 64, with
roughly 10 percent (n= 5) between 25-34 years
old, almost 35 percent (n= 18) aged 35-44,
approximately 40 percent (n= 21) between the ages
of 45-54; the remaining 15 percent (n= 8) were over
55 years old.
18-24 years
25-34 years

1-5 years

6-10 years

More than 10 years
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30%
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FIG 2: TIME IN CANADA

Relationship Status
An almost equal number of participants were
married (n= 19) versus single (n= 18). About one
quarter of the women (n= 12) were divorced or
separated. Only 6 percent (n= 3) reported being
in a civil partnership, common law, or cohabitation
relationship.

35-44 years
Single

45-54 years

Civil partnership/
Common law/Cohabitation

55-64 years
Married

65 or older
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FIG 1: AGE GROUPS

Country of Birth and Residency in Canada
Most of the survey respondents (n= 45) were born in
mainland China, while 12 percent (n= 6) were from
Hong Kong. One woman was born in Korea. Some of
the participants had only recently moved to Canada,
whereas others had been living here for many years.
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FIG 3: RELATIONSHIP STATUS
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Education Background

Housing

Participants’ educational level ranged from no formal
schooling (n= 1) to the completion of college or
university (n= 9). About 40 percent had a high school
diploma (n= 21) and 25 percent (n= 13) finished
junior high school (up to grade 9). 15 percent (n= 8)
ended their formal schooling after elementary school.

Our findings indicate that just under half of the
women lived alone at the time of the survey; 29
percent (n= 15) were living alone in a rented
apartment or house and 19 percent (n= 10) reported
owning their own condo or house. 35 percent of
respondents (n= 18) were living with others in a
rented apartment or house, while 13 percent (n= 7)
reported being homeless or without a fixed address.
Two of the women were living in their workplaces.
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FIG 4: EDUCATION LEVEL
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FIG 5: HOUSING STATUS
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Research Results
II. WORKPLACE EXPERIENCES: WHAT ARE
THE CONDITIONS OF WORK?
In this section, we highlight what the women told
us about their previous work backgrounds, why
they chose to work in the sex industry, and the types
of sexual services they provide. They also shared
with us a range of unpleasant or unsafe experiences
encountered, as well as how they dealt with these.
Level of job satisfaction was a further topic discussed,
as were both the positive and negative aspects of
sex work. Participants were given the option to skip
sensitive questions related to the provision of sexual
services or other questions they may not want to
answer.
Previous Work Experiences
Several women indicated that they left jobs in nonsex industry sectors (e.g., factories or restaurants)
due to substandard working conditions, workplace
injuries, and low pay in order to start working in the
sex industry. Two interviewees described:
I broke my leg when I worked in the restaurant. I have
no other choices, so I had work in this field [sex work]
... I thought about going back to restaurants, but I
couldn’t. (Interview 1)
I worked in the restaurant and I cut my finger when
I worked there. It was tiring because I stood 14-15
hours a day and earned $1500/month [...] I couldn’t
even afford to go to the supermarket. (Interview 4)
These participants relate a frequent experience
of racialized immigrants in Toronto: rigid hours,
inadequate pay, and unsafe working conditions.
According to a survey of 184 Chinese immigrants
working in Toronto’s restaurant industry, precarious
and exploitative labour conditions are common:
The survey found widespread and persistent
violations of workers’ rights and entitlements under
the Employment Standards Act, 2000 (ESA) and
the Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1990
(OHSA). A significant number of workers were
paid less than minimum wage, and were routinely
denied overtime pay, holiday pay and vacation pay.
Many workers reported they were owed wages by
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Continued...

employers, often in the range of several thousand
dollars. Among those who lost their jobs, the
majority were denied notice or pay in lieu of notice.
[…] Workers also reported routine violations of
the OHSA at their workplaces, ranging from lack
of appropriate employer response to workplace
accidents and injuries, use of intimidation and
threats to prevent workers from filing a Workplace
Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) claim, and use
of delay tactics and false records to deny workers
access to the full WSIB entitlement (Chen, Go,
Wong, & Yau, 2016, p. 5).
Participants in our study likewise experienced highly
problematic conditions in their non-sex industry
workplaces, especially those with a high percentage
of racialized and immigrant women:
It was the agents who introduced us to the factory,
the agent took commission from us. The agent
charges fees for the shuttle bus that take us to work
as well... It’s $7 per trip…We don’t get a lot of money
working there...The hourly wage was even less than
$14 [minimum wage]. (Interview 2)
5:00 am need to wake up, then come out to wait for
the bus around 6:00 am, the bus takes you to the
factory… You need to arrive early at the factory at
7:30 am. If you arrive past 8:00 am, you won’t be
allowed into the factory… Listening to people at the
factory is suffering, manager bullies, foreman/boss
bullies... The things are very annoying! (Interview 5)
This last participant (Interview 5) told us that she
earned only 7 dollars per hour. Indeed, difficulty
finding a well-paying job with decent working
conditions outside of the sex industry was a common
theme among the participants. Other challenges
included age discrimination, language barriers, lack of
opportunities, and credentials not being recognized:
Now that you are forty – fifty something even if you
go to factories no one would want you, right! ... And
you need me to pay rent. I need to spend money too,
right! Go to the factory but it closed down, the factory
just closed down! Now a lot of coworkers from the
factory don’t even have a job! Yes, before I worked at
the restaurant but it closed down too! It’s hard to look

for jobs! People don’t like you when there’s a language
barrier, do you understand? (Interview 5)
I did handicrafts in China. It was painting...I brought
them here. But no one here bought it because it was
expensive. It was about 100 to 200 Canadian dollars.
(Interview 4)
Areas of Sex Work and Types of Services
Provided
Working in the sex industry, for many of the women
in our study, provides a relatively stable source of
employment and income. Participants spoke about
economic empowerment, free time, and autonomy in
sex work, which they were unable to access in their
previous jobs in factories and restaurants. The women
with whom we spoke generally expressed a high degree
of control over the kinds of services they provide:
We aren’t stupid. If they don’t have money then we
don’t do it. Usually they give $20 tips for extra service,
if you don’t have money we don’t do extra. (Interview
4)
I won’t allow a client to touch me if I don’t like him. I’ll
strictly say it… I usually ask my client to give me the
tips when I do half of the job. I’ll ask first if the guy is
not good. I seldom ask for the money in the beginning.
I felt he’s a nice person and just went ahead to do the
job. He said that he will give me $100 after I have done
it. (Interview 8)
I feel I am happy, and enjoy the job… I don’t let them
feel I really enjoy the sex though… Sometimes if I don’t
have the mood, I won’t provide a good service. I will
watch TV and have sex with the customer... I kicked
him out less than 10 mins. (Interview 7)
All of the research participants identified sex work as a
viable option for them, especially as there is a range of
workplaces within the industry in which one can find
a job. Given this flexibility, it is common for women
to work in more than one sex sector simultaneously
and to provide different types of services. Among our
survey participants, the majority (n= 46) indicated
that they worked in massage parlours, spas, or body

rub parlours. Ten also reported working from an
apartment or hotel providing in-call services (where
the client goes to meet the worker), two as escorts
doing outcall services (where the worker goes to meet
the client), and one engaged in sex work at a Karaoke
bar. About three-quarters of the women reported
having a boss or manager at their worksite, while
roughly one-quarter said they were self-employed.
When we asked what kinds of sexual services they
provide to clients, almost all of the participants
(n= 50) said they give massages. Many also reported
engaging in other activities as well: 35 percent
(n= 18) indicated providing hand jobs; 21 percent
(n= 11) perform oral sex; and 17 percent (n= 9) will
have vaginal sex. Additionally, around 10 percent of
the women (n= 5) said that they practice or role-play
bondage, dominance, and submission, and another 10
percent (n= 5) provide other services, such as kissing
or going out for a date or dinner.
Type of Service
Provided

# of Participants

Massage

50

Oral sex

18

Hand jobs

11

Vaginal sex

9

Dancing

0

Companionship

2

Anal sex

1

SM/Bondage/
Domination/Submission

5

Other

5

FIG 6: TYPES OF SERVICES PROVIDED
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Research Results
Not all of the research participants were comfortable
disclosing the kinds of sexual services they provide.
Some of the women were willing to speak with the
Butterfly research assistants, with whom they have
built long-term relationships of trust. However, they
asked for this information to be kept confidential
and for it not to be recorded. These women said
they were fearful of being publicly identified as sex
workers, as this could lead to increased surveillance
by various law enforcement officers as well as
increased social stigma toward massage parlours
(including holistic centres and body rub parlours),
spas, and other establishments where Asian women
work. These fears have been actualized through raids,
ticketing, frequent unannounced visits, and general
intimidation from bylaw inspectors and police, as we
will discuss later in this report.
Reasons for Working in the Sex Industry

Continued...

the difficulty in finding another job. Some women
also identified that the main reasons why they engage
in sex work is because they enjoy the work, they
like having a job with people who share the same
language as them, they get to use their professional
skills, they like helping people, they feel less isolated,
and they get to expand their social networks.
Importantly, none of the respondents reported debt
bondage or experiencing trafficking as reasons for
why they are in the sex industry. Our data in this
regard contradict the mainstream narrative that
most or all Asian sex workers are exploited victims
who have been trafficked. Participants in our study
indicated that they willingly and freely moved from
non-sex industry jobs where they were receiving less
pay and working longer hours, into sexual labour
contexts where they found more flexibility, economic
incentives, and other social benefits

There were many reasons identified by participants as
to why they engage in sex work. When given a variety
of options from which to choose on the survey, the
majority (58%; n= 30) indicated that flexible working
hours was a key consideration for them. Economic
or financial reasons were cited by 46 percent of the
participants (n= 24), with 38 percent (n= 20) noting

If you want to make more money, you don’t want
to work in a factory. You will feel free when you do
massage job. You don’t have to work 8 hours straight
like working in a factory, you can take a break if
there’s no customer. When I worked in the factory, the
chicken piled up if your speed is not fast enough. It’s a
shame. (Interview 6)

Economic or financial reasons
Trouble finding another job
Flexible working hours
Enjoyment of the work
Working with people who speak the same language
Enjoy helping people
Less isolated
Career development
Use of professional skills
Expanding social networks
Debt bondage or being forced/trafficked
Friends’ referral
Other
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20%

FIG 7: RESPONDENTS’ MAIN REASONS FOR WORKING IN THE SEX INDUSTRY
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You only have to work for 1 or 2 hours at a time in
this job and you get your own free time. You can do
whatever you want [in the free time]… If you work in
supermarkets and restaurants you will have to stand
for 10 more hours, you can’t do it. (Interview 1)

Nearly half of the women (46%; n= 24) had never
encountered an unpleasant or unsafe incident in their
sex industry workplace, and indeed, the majority of
respondents (59%; n= 31) said they were satisfied
with their work, with another almost quarter (23%;
n= 12) feeling neutral.

I worked in restaurant - a sushi restaurant… I earned
$7 per hour… 12 hours a day… I have high blood
pressure with heart problem. I have a choice to start
my massage job especially after I’ve decided to stay
here [in Canada]. (Interview 8)

For those who reported having a problematic
experience, the most common were discrimination,
bring robbed, receiving a ticket, and feeling harassed
by police or bylaw officers:

Unpleasant/Unsafe Experiences in the
Workplace
While trafficking was not identified by any of the
respondents, many did disclose a range of unpleasant
and/or unsafe workplace experiences, as well as
other negative aspects of their work. Women who
participated in the survey were presented with a list of
various potential topics that they could indicate they
had experienced (for example: abuse, arrest, sexual
assault, violence, threats, non-payment of wages, etc.).

It happened around the time I just open my shop. The
police… he came to check my shop every day. Our shop
was not in his jurisdiction. I had a fight with him… I
offended one of the cops, and he checks on me all the
time. I knew he is a police when he came to my shop, he
requested an extra, such as blow job. I refused. Then he
got pissed off. So this guy began to check up on me all
the time. I asked him, “Why you come check my shop so
often? I didn’t break any laws. My shop is not in your
jurisdiction, you can have other police to check this.” After
that, he came back three more times. (Interview 6)

Harassment by law enforcement officers
Being ticketed
Arrest
Discrimination
Robbery/Theft
Protection Fee/Blackmail
Fraud
Violence (physical or verbal)
Sexual assault
Abuse
Force
Threat
Trafficked
Arrears of wage
Other
Never happened
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FIG 8: UNPLEASANT/UNSAFE EXPERIENCES
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The [officers] told us that we didn’t have license at noon
and told us we couldn’t work. I said I know. He said, “I’ll
give you tickets when I come here next time, but not this
time.” We said, “thank you thank you!” We were freaked
out. It’s always 3-4 tickets when they come here. I still
have two tickets in my hand, I am going to the court...
All of them were about the wearing [unprofessional
clothing]3. I wore them underneath but didn’t wear a
robe outside. I had 10 tickets before… I paid $4000 for
the first time and paid for $2000 [for a lawyer] for the
second time… It’s not easy to make the money… but they
still come every day… fuck… We are all afraid of license
officers. (Interview 4)

3

To be honest the police suddenly come to give me
ticket saying I wear shorts and tank tops, don’t do
work, just sit here and they give me a ticket. That is
not very correct for doing this, right?... They said we
are sexy, wearing too sexy. I said a lot of people on the
streets also wear shorts, we all wear shorts, right?
(Interview 5)

Licensed practitioners in Toronto’s holistic centres are required by municipal bylaws to “dress in a professional manner” (see
City of Toronto Municipal Code Chapter 545). They can be charged or ticketed if a bylaw enforcement or police officer finds
their clothing to be “unprofessional.”

Violence
Worrying about sexually
transmitted infections
Getting injured at work
Feeling isolated
Needing to hide your
work from friends and family
Being discriminated
against or not feeling respected
Worrying about inspections/raids
from police and other authorities
Worrying about being fined or charged
Poor working conditions
Unfair bosses or employers
Feeling like you don't
have any labour protections
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FIG 9: ADDITIONAL NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF RESPONDENTS’ WORK
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These women describe both a fear of law enforcement
and experiences of discrimination with regard to
regulations about women’s appearance and clothing
in municipally licensed establishments (see City of
Toronto Municipal Code Chapter 545; Lam, 2018a).
Other participants also indicated arrears of wages,
being blackmailed or needing to pay a protection fee,
fraud, sexual assault, and physical or verbal violence:
I once met a customer who rushed into the room and
hit me… He rushed into the room to do massage, and
so I went to the room as well. But then as soon as I
entered the room, he hit me… He slap me in the face
twice. (Interview 2)
One time I worked for an hour – and I was furious –
the customer said he didn’t have cash, he needed to
withdraw money from a bank… I saw him run over to
the bank to withdraw money. And then once he got
cash he ran away. (Interview 2)
In addition to discussing specific problematic
workplace incidents, we also asked women more
generally about the negative aspects of their work.
Here we see that roughly half of the respondents
indicated social discrimination or not feeling respected
as well as needing to hide their work from family and
friends. Violence, workplace injuries, poor working
conditions, and worrying about STIs were also noted,
among other issues:
Because traditional people think it is not ok to work
in the spa, so I will not tell anyone what I am doing. I
don’t wanna tell the lie but…because it’s like, I don’t
want to tell people what I am really doing in my work.
Don’t want misunderstanding. (Interview 10)
You don’t get respect and you face discrimination.
(Interview 4)

Strategies for Dealing with Unpleasant/Unsafe
Experiences
When respondents encountered unpleasant or unsafe
experiences, only roughly one-quarter (23%; n= 12)
said they called 911 for assistance. Other strategies
to deal with these experiences included reporting the
incident to a boss or manager (n= 9), seeking help
from coworkers, friends, or family members (n=
5), or going to a community organization (n= 9).
Participants told the research assistants that the only
organization they had approached is Butterfly. Of
significance is that a number of the women (n= 10)
said they kept silent and never told anyone about their
unpleasant/unsafe encounter in the workplace.
While it was a less common approach, one of
the interview participants described her friend’s
experience attempting to take someone to court who
had assaulted her at work:
I have a friend who was like that. She didn’t want to
give up so she went to the court to sue them. Do you
know what people said to her? They said to her, “What
job are you doing? And what job is the customer doing?
The customer works in a bank, they are normal, his
status is different than yours, how would people going
to believe you? People are going to believe him instead
of you because you are working at the lowest-status
job.” (Interview 1)
Call 911
Report to law
enforcement agency
Sue offenders
Report to the boss or managers
Keep silent/not tell anyone
Seek help from
community organizations
Seek help from coworkers,
friends, or family members
Other

Since you are in the business, you have to think
positive, no matter what people say. You just need
to have the bottom line of your moral standard, and
you feel comfortable of what you are doing. That’s it.
Sometimes people say bad words to me, I feel upset
and angry, but what can you do about it? It’s a job.
(Interview 6)
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FIG 10: STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH UNPLEASANT/
UNSAFE EXPERIENCES

For most participants, calling 911 or trying to achieve
reparations through the criminal justice system was
not a viable option. Three-quarters of respondents
reported not seeking help from law enforcement.
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Butterfly heard repeatedly from the women in
our study that they do not and cannot rely on
police officers or other state agents for support or
protection. Women listed language barriers, previous
negative experiences with law enforcement, and fear
of discrimination as reasons why they would not
call 911. Others reported intimidation, disrespect,
aggression, and fear tactics which have resulted in a
deep mistrust of police services:
Calling the police is useless. They don’t help us. Did
you know that?... The police didn’t even want to talk
to us, they only talked to the customer... Our English
aren’t good, we could do nothing... I’m afraid they [the
police] come and investigate. I am always worried,
sometimes they will be like ‘bang’ and they come in.
They give us even more trouble if they come, so they
better don’t come. (Interview 1)
Who dares to call the police? ... When you call the
police... the police won’t care about you, they don’t

Continued...

care! Police just come to give you troubles, and they
just check this and check that, it is very annoying!
Who dares to call the police? Out of 10 massage
parlours there are 9 that don’t dare to call the police,
I tell you. We just keep things inside/silent for many
times just like when things are stolen we wouldn’t say
anything. (Interview 5)
At this line of work, even you don’t call the police, they
show anytime. Once you call them, they will come
more... I dare not to do it. We all are scared. In fact,
it’s not a crime for what I do. Just scared in general.
Just tensed up! Extremely tensed! Scared to death.
I feel these police are seeing us as the worse and
unforgiving criminals – just this feeling! Just feeling
this way! They said, “Sit down! Sit down! Sit down!”
They told us to line up in rows. “Do not move! Stand
still! Don’t move!” I got so scared the first time. I
never saw anything like this before. I ran away at the
second time. (Interview 3)

Fear of increasing investigation
Fear of losing business
Fear of being
arrested, charged or fined
Previous unpleasant
experience with police officers
They might not/will not provide help
Discrimination from police or
other law enforcement agencies
Language barrier
Revenge from police
or licensing officials
Other
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FIG 11: REASONS FOR NOT REPORTING UNPLEASANT/UNSAFE EXPERIENCES
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When asked on the surveys to indicate the specific
reasons why they would not report an unpleasant or
unsafe workplace experience to law enforcement, half
of the women reported language as a significant barrier
(n= 26). A quarter also noted concern over increasing
the number of investigations to which they would be
subjected (n= 13). Discrimination from police or other
law enforcement agencies was another reason why
some would not file a report (n= 10), as was worrying
about loss of clients or business (n= 8) and worrying
about being arrested, charged, or fined (n= 8).
III. ACCESSING HEALTH AND SOCIAL
SERVICES: WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS?
Examining Asian sex workers’ range of workplace
experiences and conditions, including both positive
and negative, is vital to developing recommendations
for improvements. So too is understanding the
challenges and barriers that these women may
face when accessing community, health, and social
services. As such, in this section we present the results
of the survey and interview questions that focused
on why migrant Asian sex workers do or do not
seek various social supports in the City of Toronto.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, we found that stigma and
discrimination are major factors in this regard, and
present distinct challenges to sex workers’ safety
and dignity. We also found that language barriers
along with a lack of culturally appropriate and
relevant health and social services or easily accessible
information negatively affects women’s overall health
and wellbeing.
Health Conditions and Concerns
When participants were asked if they had any
concerns about their health, 71 percent (n= 37)
indicated a range of issues. Of those respondents,
24 noted mental health concerns, such as insomnia,
depression, headaches, stress, and anxiety. Also
prominent were physical health issues (n= 20) and
gynecological health issues (n= 18).

Mental health
Sexual health
Physical health
Dental health
Work and safety
Gynecological health
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FIG 12: HEALTH CONCERNS, AS INDICATED BY 37
RESPONDENTS

Health Services
In total, approximately one-third of the participants
(n= 17) indicated that they had never used a health
service. Among the nearly two-thirds (n= 34) who
reported accessing health services before, most (n=
31) had sought support from a family doctor. Some of
the women also received gynecological health services
(n= 11) and/or emergency services (n= 10), among
other supports. One woman did not answer this
question.
While 46 percent (n= 24) of the participants indicated
that they had concerns about their mental health, as
noted above, only 2 women reported ever accessing
a mental health service. Based on our interviews and
observations from the research assistants, there are
many reasons why migrant Asian women do not seek
mental health supports, including communication
barriers, cultural beliefs, and stigma related to having
a mental health issue, being a sex worker, and/or
regarding immigration status. Many of the participants
also expressed a belief that they should address stress
or anxiety issues independently and avoid troubling
others. Some suggested that they had never thought
about seeking counseling or therapy because they
don’t know any service providers who speak their
language, and don’t believe anyone can help.
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FIG 13: HEALTH SERVICE ACCESS, AS INDICATED BY 34
RESPONDENTS

Reasons for Not Accessing Health Services
When we asked the 17 women about the reasons
why they had never accessed a health service, the
three main reasons were not knowing how (n= 13),
not wanting to disclose immigration status or sex
work identity (n= 11), and language barriers (n=
10). Participants also spoke about the general lack of
accessible and confidential information that is printed
in their own languages, as well as discrimination,
fear, and mistrust.
Eight of the 17 women replied that there was “no
need” for them to access a health service, with
some suggesting to the research assistants that their
health concerns were not serious enough to warrant
intervention and that they could “live with it.” Six
participants reported that they did not have time to
access health services.

The job I look for were all basic jobs. I don’t speak
English well, and I can’t look for better jobs.
(Interview 2)
I didn’t talk to any clients since I could not speak
English very well at that time. I didn’t realize the
technical terms mostly. I did learn English back home
but not like these. These are all technical terms. I
don’t quite understand. (Interview 3)

Other general problems related to settlement
or immigration issues (n= 15) and the need for
legal services (n= 15). Regarding the latter, many
participants reported requiring legal advice for tickets
received from law enforcement officers, immigration
issues, or marriage and relationship problems.
Interviewees also reported needing an interpreter in
order to access these legal supports.

Do not need
any health services
Not eligible to
access health services
Do not want to disclose
my migrant or sex work identity
Language barriers
Other

0%

In addition to soliciting information about
participants’ experiences accessing health services, we
also asked them about their general social needs and
issues. Almost all of the participants (n= 50) named
at least one social issue, while two did not indicate
anything. Given a range of options from which
they could check all that apply, we can see that the
main social issue was related to English as a second
language (n= 19), with women noting that language
barriers caused regular challenges in their daily
lives. In our interviews, women said they wanted to
improve their English skills and continue to attend
language classes, in particular to improve their
conversational skills and learn more work-related
terminology.

She said at the [job] interview, what can she do,
you don’t even know Mandarin and English! Even
if they have a job position they don’t hire you, they
think you are an illegal worker. People don’t like you
when there’s a language barrier, do you understand?
(Interview 4)
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FIG 14: REASONS FOR NOT ACCESSING HEALTH SERVICES, AS
INDICATED BY 17 RESPONDENTS
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Problems related to settlement or immigration
Problems related to English as a second language
Lack of access to housing
Problems accessing affordable child care
Need for counselling services
Need for legal services
Problems related to family issues
Lack of information and support
for working in the sex industry
Financial, tax issues
Canadian culture and society
Welfare (pension, Canada Child Benefit, EI, etc.)
Work safety and occupation injury prevention
Employment information or second career
Other
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FIG 15: GENERAL SOCIAL NEEDS AND ISSUES AMONG ALL SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

Types of Community or Social Services
Accessed
While participants noted a diverse range of social
needs and issues, only 29 women indicated ever
accessing a community or social service, with the
most common by far being language services (62%;
n= 18). Legal services were also availed by some of
the participants (28%; n= 8), as were ‘other’ supports
(24%; n= 7), which included permanent resident
card renewal, accompaniment to court or a sexual
health clinic, labour rights advocacy and support, and
networking provided by Butterfly.
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FIG 16: TYPES OF COMMUNITY OR SOCIAL SERVICES
ACCESSED, AS INDICATED BY 29 RESPONDENTS
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Reasons for Not Accessing Community or
Social Services

Services Participants Would Like to Receive
from Butterfly

A total of 22 women indicated that they had never
accessed a community organization or a social service
other than Butterfly. Similar to the reasons provided
by the 17 women above about why they had never
accessed a health service, the most common reasons
why these 22 women had never sought community
or social supports include not knowing how (55%;
n= 12), not wanting to disclose immigration or sex
work identity (55%; n= 12), and language barriers
(50%; n= 11). A significant number (45%; n= 10)
also reported that they did not need these kinds of
services, while others believed they were not eligible
to access them (18%; n= 4).

Finally, we asked the survey participants about what
kinds of services they would most like to receive
from Butterfly, so that we can continue to improve
our supports and advocacy for migrant Asian sex
workers’ rights. Given a range of options from which
to choose, the most commonly desired service was
training courses (52%; n= 27). When asked what
kinds of training would be most beneficial, women
specified occupational instruction, ESL classes, legal
information, and/or health workshops that relate
to their work, daily lives, or immigration status.
Participants also noted an eagerness to receive
support and accompaniment when attending court,
accessing health services, or receiving immigration
information (31%; n= 16), networking to meet new
friends or for traveling (25%; n= 13), and outreach
(23%; n= 12), among other services.

Do not know how to
access social services
Do not need
any social services
Not eligible to
access social service
Do not want to disclose
my migrant or sex work identity
Language barriers
Other
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FIG 17: THE REASONS FOR NOT ACCESSING COMMUNITY
OR SOCIAL SERVICES, AS INDICATED BY 22 RESPONDENTS
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FIG 18: DESIRES FOR FUTURE SERVICES FROM BUTTERFLY AMONG ALL SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
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Discussion
It is well documented that racialized migrants
are more likely than the general population to be
precariously employed, work longer hours, earn
lower incomes, live in poverty, and experience social
isolation (Chen et al., 2016; City of Toronto, 2017;
Colour of Poverty, 2019; Mojtehedzadeh, 2018). When
it comes to racialized migrant women in particular,
“compared to any other group, immigrant women…
continue to experience the worst labour market
conditions and outcomes” (Premji, Shakya, Spasevski,
Merolli, Athar, & Immigrant Women and Precarious
Employment Core Research Group, 2014, p. 123). For
many Asian women, these conditions are compounded
and exacerbated by language barriers, discrimination,
non-recognition of credentials, and issues related to
immigration status.
As Butterfly members regularly profess, and as the
results of this needs assessment show, working in the
sex industry can present a viable, stable, and lucrative
alternative to mainstream employment. Women who
participated in our surveys and interviews, all of whom
were Asian migrants, indicated that their employment
in massage parlours, spas, apartments, and other
indoor settings where sex work takes place is critically
important for their own and their family’s economic
security. In contrast to their previous non-sex industry
jobs, such as at factories and in restaurants, many
participants described greater freedom with flexible
working hours, higher pay, and more autonomy.
These benefits, however, were also accompanied by
various workplace challenges and hardships, including
problematic bylaw enforcement and policing practices.
In Toronto, Asian sex workers have reported an
increase in repressive policing measures, often under
the guise of protecting and rescuing them (Butterfly,
2016; Lam, 2018b). This victimization framework –
that is, seeing migrant Asian women as victims in the
sex trade, unable to make informed decisions on their
own behalf – has negated their agency and paints
all women’s experiences with the same brush. These
kinds of policing activities, along with anti-sex work
and anti-immigrant stigma and discrimination, have
eroded migrant Asian women’s trust in police, bylaw
enforcement officers, and other state officials (see
Chu, Clamen, Santini, 2019).
4
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Toronto City Council adopted an “Access Without
Fear” policy in 2013, which provides a mandate for
migrants to receive essential services such as health
care, social services, and legal supports without fear of
detention or deportation. While in theory this policy
instructs bylaw enforcement and police officers not to
collaborate with the Canada Border Services Agency
when they are inspecting a sex work establishment, we
know from Butterfly members that this does, in fact,
continue to happen. Further, the number of inspections
of Asian sexually-oriented businesses has increased
dramatically since the “Access Without Fear” policy
passed. According to city data, bylaw investigations
aimed at holistic practitioners increased from 611
in 2013 to 2,585 in 2016. The city’s licensing and
standards division laid 1,604 charges against holistic
centres and practitioners for being “non-compliant”
with bylaws between 2014 and 2017.4 Some of these
practitioners were charged for carrying out measures
necessary to protect their own safety, such as locking
the door or installing a camera for security and privacy
reasons, as well as for wearing items of clothing that
violate the highly discretionary bylaw standards,
like a tank top and shorts. In 2017, the city’s Auditor
General reported that there were 410 holistic centres,
which decreased to 389 in 2019 (City of Toronto,
2019c) as holistic centres are being shut down.
As part of its on-going support work, Butterfly
regularly accompanies women to court appearances
when they are fighting a ticket or fine imposed by a
bylaw enforcement or police officers. While ticketing
and charging Asian women who work in sexual service
businesses is common, Butterfly’s observations are
that the actual conviction rates for non-compliance
and other minor infractions is very low. The reality
of the resulting inflated statistics—in other words,
the high numbers of charges but low numbers of
conviction—are rarely discussed, leading to a common
misconception that crime is a frequent occurrence in
indoor Asian sex industry workplaces, in turn feeding
a pre-existing stigmatizing perception of women
working in this sector.
Through our examination of the survey and interview
data, we can deduce that this atmosphere of legal
repression has made workers feel less safe. Our results

These data come from the Access and Privacy unit, City Clerk’s Office of Toronto, in response to an Access to Information request
submitted by Butterfly in 2018.

demonstrate that even when workers experience
violence or need support, they are unlikely to call
911 or otherwise contact Toronto police. Indeed, our
needs assessment shows that Asian sex workers not
only avoid police, many also avoid health and social
services. Some agencies, especially those that employ
a ‘rescue’ model that sees sex workers as victims as
opposed to a rights-based framework that recognizes
sex workers’ agency, have contributed to a further
fragmentation of trust in community organizations
and the services they provide.
It’s not uncommon for anti-trafficking and antisex work proponents to suggest that the best way
to end trafficking is to eradicate the sex industry,
typically under the guise of rescuing and protecting
women. These narratives rely on paternalistic and
racist notions about racialized women in need of
saving. We know empirically that increasing barriers
to work makes already-marginalized people more
precarious, not less (Canadian Alliance for Sex Work
Law Reform, 2019). We also know that repressive
law enforcement measures increase danger for sex
workers (Chu, Clamen, Santini, 2019). A study about
safety and violence prevention in indoor sex work
establishments in British Columbia, for example,
shows that “police raids deter clients, cause lost
revenue, and ultimately result in the closing of many
safer indoor work environments” (Anderson et al.,
2015, p. 3; see also SWAN Vancouver Society, 2017).
Even the City of Toronto (2019b) has reported that
“sex workers, sex workers’ advocates and researchers
stress that the stigmatization and criminalization of
consensual sex work and enforcement conducted
by police and municipal Bylaw enforcement officers
increases the vulnerability of sex workers and
undermines their safety, well-being and human
rights” (p. 6).

in greater marginalization and isolation. The
more socially and physically isolated sex workers
are, the more vulnerable they are to violence and
exploitation. Instead of attempting to ‘rescue’ women
who neither need nor want that kind of intervention,
“an approach based on social justice and human
rights should be adopted to support migrant sex
workers and promote their rights” (Lam, 2018c, p. 11).
Our needs assessment with 52 migrant Asian women
in Toronto, in conjunction with other Butterfly
research (see Lam, 2018a, 2018b), demonstrates
that the best way to reduce problematic labour
conditions, improve workplace rights and protections,
and contribute to sex workers’ safety and dignity is to
ensure that all workers are protected under provincial
labour laws, that resources are available to employers
and workers in their own languages, and that women
are aware of services and supports they can access
should they face any problems.

Sensational claims of Asian women being trafficked
into the sex industry have been used to justify
unwarranted and unwanted police raids, and have
given a false impression to policymakers and the
public about the prevalence of trafficking in this
sector. Avoiding the conflation of sex work and
human trafficking is critical so that sex workers are
not further surveilled, stigmatized, criminalized
and, consequently, forced underground, resulting
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Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on the needs assessment survey and interview data, as well as
the combined lived experience, knowledge, and decades of research and community advocacy of the report’s
authors. We contend that migrant Asian women who work in Toronto’s massage parlours, spas, apartments,
and other indoor sex industry workplaces have a right to safe and just working conditions, and should have
barrier-free access to health, community, and social services.
We recommend that the City of Toronto, in collaboration with the provincial and federal governments, as well
as with local service providers and community organizations, do the following:
I. CHALLENGE MISUNDERSTANDINGS AND MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT ASIAN SEX WORKERS.
There is a strong public perception that Asian-run massage parlours and spas are hubs of trafficking. However,
the link between trafficking and indoor sex work venues where migrant Asian women work is unsupported by
evidence. Repressive laws and aggressive anti-trafficking campaigns that include punitive investigations and
ticketing feed this misconception. Such campaigns also erode sex workers’ trust in police, thereby increasing
their vulnerability as they are less likely to seek support if needed. One of the best way to prevent labour
exploitation, including trafficking, is to ensure equitable access to safe and dignified work.
II. PRIORITIZE WORKER HEALTH, SAFETY, AND WELLNESS WITHIN AND ACROSS ALL SEX
INDUSTRY SECTORS.
This includes recognizing the diversity of workers and the range of spaces where sexual services are
exchanged for remuneration. All workers, regardless of whether they are engaged in sex work, are entitled to
safe work, proper pay, decent working conditions, and labour protections. Employers and employees should
be knowledgeable about their responsibilities and rights pursuant to worker’s legislation such as Ontario’s
Employment Standards Act and Occupational Health and Safety Act. Sex workers are valuable contributors to
the economic, cultural, and social fabric of the city.
III. PROVIDE ACCESSIBLE COMMUNITY, HEALTH, LEGAL, AND SOCIAL SUPPORTS IN A
VARIETY OF LANGUAGES.
The City of Toronto and the Province should work with service providers and local community organizations
to remove language barriers that prevent many migrant Asian women from accessing services. Greater funding
should be provided to organizations so that they can develop resources (e.g., pamphlets, posters, websites,
videos, etc.) in a variety of languages. Efforts are especially required within the health sector to ensure migrant
Asian women are aware of the mental health supports they can access.
IV. ARRANGE TRAININGS FOR CITY AND OTHER EMPLOYEES, IN CONSULTATION WITH SEX
WORKER-LED ORGANIZATIONS.
Meaningful and competent training on sex workers’ and migrants’ rights and realities should be provided to
bylaw enforcement and police officers. These kinds of trainings already exist and have been created by sex
workers and allied organizations, who should be consulted and compensated. Similar trainings should occur
across social, health, and community sectors to increase awareness among front line service providers about
how to address ongoing anti-sex work and anti-immigrant stigma and discrimination, which is impacting sex
workers’ comfort in accessing services.
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V. STOP USING A REPRESSIVE APPROACH TOWARD SEX WORKERS AND RELATED
BUSINESSES.
The city should not engage in measures that push sexual-oriented businesses underground, as these measures
increase the vulnerability of gendered and racialized workers, and for many, strip them of their livelihood.
Toronto police and bylaw inspectors must put an end to excessive and unwarranted investigations, prosecutions,
and harassment of both licensed and unlicensed establishments, and should instead uphold its anti-trafficking
policy, passed in 2019, mandating that the city “avoid [...] increasing the vulnerability of people engaged in
consensual sex work” (City of Toronto, 2019a).
VI. UPDATE MUNICIPAL BYLAWS TO PROMOTE WORKERS’ LABOUR RIGHTS AND
PROTECTIONS.
The City of Toronto should modify their overly onerous bylaws regarding holistic centres and body rub parlours.
Bylaws should not impose unnecessary rules or restrictions on sexual-oriented establishments, especially
requirements that violate workers’ rights, privacy, or safety. These include regulations on clothing, locking doors,
or installing video cameras. Licensing requirements should be in accessible language for migrant and nonEnglish speaking communities. The city must also remove barriers to obtaining a license, such as the prohibitive
cost. Any and all changes to municipal laws or policies on sex work should be guided by sex workers.
VII. ENSURE TORONTO’S “ACCESS WITHOUT FEAR” POLICY APPLIES TO THOSE IN THE SEX
INDUSTRY.
The Access Without Fear policy, passed by Toronto City Council in 2013, allows migrants to receive essential
services and supports without fear of deportation. The City of Toronto should re-affirm its commitment
to ensuring that all residents have access to municipal services without concern of reprisal with respect to
immigration status. Bylaw enforcement and Toronto police services must not collaborate with the Canada
Border Services Agency if and when they are inspecting a sex work establishment or speaking with a sex worker,
or any other migrant worker.
VIII. SUPPORT THE FULL DECRIMINALIZATION OF SEX WORK AND RELATED ACTIVITIES.
The repeal of all sex work-specific criminal laws (i.e., those that prohibit purchasing sexual services, advertising,
and receiving a material benefit) and the elimination of immigration regulations that forbid migrants from
engaging in sexual or erotic labour are necessary for improving rights and protections. The City of Toronto
should uphold and re-affirm the motion passed by its Board of Health in 1995 in support of decriminalization.
Sex work is a form of work. Sex workers, their clients, family members, and loved ones should not be
criminalized for engaging in or supporting sex work-related activities.
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Butterfly (Asian and Migrant Sex Workers Support Network)
We are: Migrants, sex workers, and allies including social workers, legal
professionals, and healthcare professionals.
We believe: Sex work is work. Sex workers are entitled to safety,
dignity, equality, and justice.
Our mission: Butterfly’s work is about building community with migrant
sex workers: a place where we can share love, care, laughter, and tears.
Our community is what gives us the strength to support each other.
Our goals:
•

Promoting safety and dignity

•

Building leadership, growing support networks, and promoting
solidarity

•

Enhancing access to legal rights, health, social, and labour services

•

Promoting equality and eliminating racism, sexism, homophobia,
transphobia, stigma, and discrimination against Asians, migrants, and
sex workers

•

Facilitating the voices of sex workers being heard

•

Advocating for legal and policy change (e.g. decriminalization of sex
work and abolishing the immigration prohibition of sex work policy)

What we do?
•

Outreach and hotline services

•

Leadership-building, trainings, and networking

•

Emotional, social, health, and legal information, services, and support

•

Emergency and crisis support (e.g. violence, arrest, or detention)

•

Research, publications, and public education

•

Lobbying and advocacy

Contacts:
butterflysw.org / +1-416-906-3098
cswbutterfly@gmail.com
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INTRODUCTION

Butterfly is publishing this report because we witness the
everyday reality of how migrant sex workers are harmed, and
made vulnerable, as a direct result of anti-trafficking initiatives.
These initiatives are presented as necessary rescue and
protection for migrant sex workers, but in fact, they encourage
anti-migration attitudes, racism, and the criminalization and
discrimination of sex work.
Behind the Rescue: How Anti-Trafficking Investigations and
Policies Harm Migrant Sex Workers details the far-reaching
effects of Canadian anti-trafficking investigations and policies on
migrant sex workers, their families, and their communities.
This report consists of 18 stories told by migrant sex workers to
Butterfly. They describe human rights violations migrant sex
workers have experienced due to their encounters with Canadian
law enforcement agencies.

Migrant sex workers, especially
Asian sex workers, are most often
viewed as being the victims of human
trafficking. Thus, whenever we hear
about migrant sex work in the news or in
gover nment repor ts, the primar y
concern is that the women involved are
“trafficked victims:” they are being
controlled and exploited by traffickers
and transnational crime rings. This

perspective has been fueled by
campaigns led by non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), which encourage
the public to concern themselves with
transnational human trafficking, and to
report suspected trafficking cases
through crime alert hotlines. Antitrafficking policy has developed from this
conflation of sex work with trafficking,
which is informed by racism, xenophobia,
2

which is informed by racism,
xenophobia, and myths of the migrant
sex worker.
In the last few years, federal,
provincial, and municipal governments
have spent a significant amount of
money developing and implementing
anti-trafficking policies. For example, in
2016, Ontario committed $72 million
over 4 years to combat trafficking, while
Public Safety Canada committed $6
million. Most of this money is allocated
to law enforcement agencies, including
the Federal Police (RCMP), Canadian
Border Services Agency (CBSA),
municipal police, and municipal city
inspectors. These agencies utilize such
resources to develop joint enforcement
strategies and to exchange information
regarding anti-trafficking investigations.
Sections of the Canadian Criminal Code
(including the Protection of Communities
and Exploited Persons Act1 (PCEPA)
and trafficking laws), immigration laws,
municipal bylaws and anti-trafficking
polices, give significant power and
resources to law enforcement agencies.
This includes heightened surveillance
capabilities, and the search and arrest
of migrant sex workers, especially those
who are racialized and do not have
citizenship.

Trafficking investigations receive a
lot of support from the general public
because it is believed that law
enforcement and NGOs are helping
vulnerable people who need to be
rescued. Asian migrant sex workers are
perceived to be at risk of abuse from their
“traffickers,” who are often in fact their
colleagues, partners, or friends. In fact,
Asian migrant sex workers who are being
targeted through these policies are rarely
(and based on current data, never)
trafficking victims, and become at risk
through these anti-trafficking policies
which allow them to be exploited, locked
up, abused, and violated by law
enforcement officers.
Current policies meant to prevent
exploitation and forced labour are not
effective or empowering - they actually
increase risk and vulnerability. These
policies take away migrant sex workers’
ability to negotiate for better working
conditions and protect themselves and
their own community from different kinds
of oppression. They compromise migrant
sex workers’ safety and infringe upon
their human rights and dignity. They
further marginalize migrant sex workers
by preventing them from reporting
experiences of violence or harassment

__________________________
Department of Justice Canada, “Technical Paper: Bill C-36, An Act to amend the Criminal Code in
response to the Supreme Course of Canada decision in Attorney General of Canada v. Bedford and to
make consequential amendments to other Acts (Protection of communities and Exploited Persons
Act),” December 1, 2014 at http://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/rp-pr/other-autre/protect/index.html
1
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due to fear of repercussions from law
enforcement.
Butterfly is an organization that
works closely with migrant sex workers
and, unlike the government and NGOs,
is able to view the situation from the
perspectives of migrant sex workers
themselves. What becomes apparent to
those witnessing the everyday reality of
migrant sex workers is that antitrafficking investigations are actually
anti-sex work, anti-migrant, and racist.
Migrant sex workers often experience
human rights violations while under the
care of investigators, including
arbitrary arrests and detainment,
inhuman and degrading treatment,
false allegations, and false evidence
being used to keep them detained.
Legal representation and support is
sometimes withheld from migrant sex
workers, and they can be detained for
long periods of time (up to three months
in some cases), which keeps them
isolated from their friends and families,
who are generally perceived as involved
in trafficking. Some are denied entrance
to Canada or even lose their immigration
status because they were involved in
sex work or suspected of being involved
in sex work. In addition to this, migrant
sex workers are likely to experience
trauma, which leads to intensely
negative feelings, varying degrees of
post-traumatic stress disorder and
thoughts of suicide.
We are producing this report

because we want policymakers, NGOs,
and the wider public to understand the
realities of anti-trafficking investigations.
B u t t e r fl y h a s r e c e i v e d n u m e r o u s
complaints from sex workers, especially
in regards to the harassment and
discrimination they and their friends have
experienced while in the custody of
trafficking investigators. This report
features the testimonies of 18 Asian and
migrant sex workers who contacted
Butterfly when they were arrested,
detained, and/or deported between May
2015 and August 2016 (16 months) in
Canada (including Ontario, Vancouver,
Saskatchewan, Winnipeg, Alberta, and
Manitoba). Three of these individuals had
working permits under sponsorship, one
had a student visa and working permit,
and eight had valid visitor visas. The
other six had lost their official permission
to be in Canada, through loss of refugee
status or sponsorship. Fifteen of the 18
have now been deported, and many
experienced violations of their basic
human rights throughout the process of
investigation, arrest, and detention.
Butterfly provided these women
with legal representation, advocacy for
their case, assistance with getting bail,
and emotional support. Representatives
from Butterfly visited these women in
detention centres, connected them with
their families, and even helped them to
pack and move. Butterfly also provided
these women with counselling services
and other forms of support once they
returned home.
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Butterfly’s staff and volunteers
helped the women to write and translate
their stories from August to September
of 2016. Part of Blue’s and Mi’s stories
were published in the “Sex Workers
Speak Out” series by the Canadian
Alliance of Sex Workers Law Reform in
Ricochet in 20162.
The stories and
experiences of these 18 migrant sex
workers are extremely valuable. They
expose the various ways in which they
have suffered as a result of the
implementation of anti-trafficking laws
and policies, as well as the
criminalization and discrimination of sex
workers more broadly.
We would like to express our
deepest thanks to the 18 women who
shared their stories with us so that we

[

may assist the greater public in
understanding the injustices they
experienced. We would also like to thank
the volunteers who helped produce this
report so that the voices of migrant sex
workers could be heard.
It is incredibly important for us to
have allies in our goal to support migrant
and sex workers’ rights. After listening to
migrant sex workers’ stories and voices,
we hope you will join us as we continue to
organize the fight for justice for migrant
sex workers. Our alliances strive to put an
end to the harm that anti-trafficking
policies and enforcement cause so that
migrant sex workers may live with power,
safety, justice, and dignity.

RIGHTS NOT
RESCUE:
Stop the Harm of
Anti-Traﬃcking
Policies

]

__________________________
Canadian Alliance of Sex Work Law Reform (2016, September 23), Migrant Sex Workers Live Under
Constant Police Threat. Ricochet. Retrieved from https://ricochet.media/en/1421/migrant-sex-workerslive-under-constant-police-threat
2
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SUN S STORY
Police Officer: “Are you
under the control of anyone?
Is anyone forcing you to do
this? Who is your boss?”

Sun, “No, I’m doing this
out of my own volition, I
have no boss.”
Police Officer: “How long
have you been here? What
is your immigration status?”

Sun had lived in Canada for five years, and built a stable and meaningful life
for herself. She had many friends, a routine to her days, and believed in the
importance of her work.
An indoor sex worker, Sun was also an active member of Butterfly, often
offering advice and support for newly arrived migrants and migrant sex
workers. She formed trusting and reciprocal relationships with her work
colleagues, as well as close friendships with some of her clients. As someone
who cared deeply for those around her, she often cooked food for her friends
and neighbours. Once, when a client friend of hers became very sick and had
to be hospitalized, she took it upon herself to visit him every day and bring him
meals. Sun considered her work as a sex worker to be a profession, and as
care and service work.
However, on the night before Christmas Eve of 2014, all of this changed. Sun
and her colleague were at their home when they heard the doorbell ring. A
few male police officers rushed into their apartment without warning; they
grabbed Sun and her colleague and began to interrogate them. One of the
officers spoke their language and told them, “Don’t be scared. Are you under
6

the control of anyone? Is anyone forcing you to do this? Who is your boss?”
Sun, who was absolutely terrified, responded; “No, I am doing this out of my
own volition, I have no boss.” The officer then proceeded to ask her a series
of questions including, “How long have you been here?” and, “What is your
immigration status?” He then requested that she show him her identification.
After an extensive period of questioning that lasted for over an hour, four
additional men came into their apartment. Sun had no idea who they were, as
they were in plainclothes. Only later did she realize that these were immigration
officers. Throughout this process, Sun sent messages to her friends and to
Butterfly, seeking their help, and expressing her fear and concern.
The immigration officers brought Sun to the immigration department (CBSA) and
she was once again put through an interrogation process, after which she was
taken to a holding cell. Knowing that working in Canada without documents
was contrary to convention, Sun requested that she be allowed to return to
her home country in Asia. She couldn’t understand the legal documents that
were presented to her, and she could not get a hold of a lawyer because it was
the beginning of the Christmas holiday. When Butterfly attempted to get in touch
with the immigration officers to follow her case, they were not able to, also
because of the holiday. Sun was notified that she would have to go for
detention review in two days, and she frantically sought out someone who
could represent her in court.
Surprisingly and without warning, Sun was informed the next day that she
would in fact be going to court that same day – which was a day prior to the
date she had been originally notified of. Unable to locate someone to represent
her under these changing circumstances, Sun found that she had no one to
represent her at all. She again told the court that she would accept leaving and
asked that she be allowed to return to her home country in Asia. The court did
not consider her request and rescheduled the court date for a week later. As
the court case dragged on, Sun waited. Meanwhile, Butterfly was still unable to
get in touch with anyone as the holiday break continued and the case had no
assigned officer as of yet.
By the time Sun actually had her detention review, she desperately wanted to
leave; she only requested that she be allowed to pick up her belongings as they
meant a lot to her. The court refused her request for bail, and instead, continued
to detain her without any notice of when she would be released. Sun found this
waiting period excruciating: “Even if you arrest a criminal and put them in jail
they know how long they are being held for. I was held indefinitely.” While Sun
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surveillance by mun
federal authorities.

had worked hard to build a life for herself in Canada, and considered it her home,
in the end she wasn’t even allowed to collect her belongings.
Sun was detained for more than 30 days and then deported.

After a month of detainment, Sun returned to her country of origin, where she
suffered bouts of insomnia and often considered suicide. She was traumatized
by having her life in Canada abruptly come to an end.
In Canada, millions of dollars and high
investigations are labeled as victims,
levels
of
resources
are
designated
to
treated
are often
Butterfly continues to support Sun after heryet
return
to as
hercriminals.
countryThey
of origin.
anti-trafficking investigations. Under the
charged, detained, deported, and
guise of “protecting vulnerable
denied entry back into Canada as well as
women”, anti-trafficking campaigns
denied the means of income which they
increase the levels of immigration
relied on. If migrant sex workers say
enforcement at federal, provincial, and
that they have indeed been abused or
municipal levels, thereby
increasing
the
exploited in the sex industry they are
ANTI-TRAFFICKING
rates of arrest, deportation, and
often deported anyhow, meaning that
INVESTIGATION
detention faced by migrant
sex workers.
they there will be no legal
While on the surface the idea
of
fighting
consequences
for their perpetrators as
TURNED
INTO
human trafficking sounds like something
they cannot testify. Again, this means
positive, these campaigns ANTI-MIGRANT
often do
that migrant sex workers have no way
more harm than good, functioning as
of reporting abuse against them, since it
INVESTIGATION
thinly veiled excuses for tightening
means that they could lose their
border control. Migrant sex workers
freedom, be deported, and lose their
who are caught up in anti-trafficking
income. In this way, campaigns against

[
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Anti-trafficking inves
police more justifica
the spaces where se
work. Sex workers h
they have been sexu
physically assaulted
sex workers reporte
make up evidence in
charges or write byla
lying in court regard
investigations. Four
their money was tak
without record, in am
from $2000 to $50,
media plays upon st
pimps and trafficker
sex workers, many s
said that it is actual
they fear most.

We urge the public t
attention to the way
trafficking measures
legal policies impact
climate of fear creat
laws and anti-traffick
means that the sex i
further underground
sex workers choosin
that are less visible
safety protections.

Public education of the har
trafficking campaign: exhib
performance at the AGO.

Exhibition in Art Gallery of Ontario: The Viminal Space in April 2016
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BLUE S STORY
Toronto, ON3

Blue came to Ontario from Asia so she could get a Canadian university
education. She and her family knew it was an expensive choice at $45,000 a
year, but it was also important. So together they made that first year
happen, despite Blue’s heavy course load and challenges in finding paid work
in her new country so she could cover her costs. She was an engineering
student and also needed to focus any spare time on gaining volunteer and
intern experience related to her studies.
When a financial crisis hit Asia, Blue’s family could no longer help support her.
Assessing her options, Blue started work in a massage parlour, where she
could have a flexible schedule, meet her financial needs, and still make time for
intern opportunities. In 2015 when police raided the massage parlour where
Blue worked, things took a major turn for the worse.

__________________________
These stories were originally published in September 2016 as part of 10-part series of Sex Work
Stories published by Canadian Alliance for Sex Work Law Reform on Ricochet http://ricochet.media/
en/1404/whats-happened-since-the-conservatives-new-sex-work-laws
3
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Sex work after Harper
For two years, sex workers have faced tough laws,
implemented by the Harper Conservatives in defiance of a
Supreme Court directive not to impose dangerous conditions
on prostitution. The new laws criminalize those who purchase
sex (clients), those who communicate in a public place in order
to sell sex (sex workers or third parties), those who carry an
advertisement for sexual services (e.g., newspaper, website),
and those who gain material benefit from sex work (e.g.,
security, drivers, receptionists, agency owners). Justin
Trudeau’s Liberal government has yet to address the
unconstitutional nature of the legislation.

Like other businesses, Canadian massage parlours operate under various
regulations and laws, including many that control or prevent the sale of sexual
services. Not all massage parlours offer sexual services, but any that are
suspected of doing so run a constant risk of being targeted in a police raid, like
the one that Blue experienced.
On that awful day, police abruptly opened the door of Blue’s service room
and found her cleaning up. She was asked if she was being trafficked or
controlled, and told by police that they had been carrying out an antitrafficking investigation. She assured them she wasn’t being trafficked. That
didn’t stop police from ordering her not to move while they searched the
building. Blue’s boss asked to see a search warrant and challenged police to
show one or stop the search. But the police kept searching anyway. In the
end, they found no evidence of illegal activity.
Blue couldn’t leave that little room for almost two hours. She was then
asked for her immigration documents. She showed police her work permit,
confirming her legal status. Unsatisfied, the police called the Canada Border
Services Agency. While waiting for officials to arrive, three police officers
continued to interrogate Blue. She felt cornered and frightened.
Blue left without ever knowing what law, if any, she had broken.

They asked her many questions about why she had come to Canada and why
she worked in a massage parlour. Overwhelmed and insulted, Blue eventually
started to cry. She repeated to the officers that she wasn’t doing anything
illegal. When the border agency officials arrived, they continued to interrogate
Blue and would not allow her to make a telephone call.
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A very long two hours later, the police ordered Blue to leave the massage
parlour immediately and warned her that if she returned to work there, she
would be arrested and deported. Blue left without ever knowing what law, if
any, she had broken.
The police raid scared Blue so much about ever having to deal with law
enforcement again that rather than return to her job at the massage parlour,
she decided instead to become an indoor sex worker.
She would have preferred to continue at the massage parlour, where she felt
like she had more control, more supports, more agency to choose who she
provided services to, and more ability to negotiate with clients. She knew
that her new job involved providing “full service” as opposed to the hand
jobs she occasionally gave to some of her customers after a massage at the
parlour. Blue could see that in her new environment she would have much less
bargaining power. Her new working environment has been much more stressful
for her.
She no longer feels like she can count on the police.

The police raid increased Blue’s visibility to police and has put her at greater
risk of being charged with a crime and deported. Her working permit restricts
her from doing any sex-work-related job. One of her friends was arrested
after the border agency caught her working in a massage parlour.
Given the added risk that the raid and unwanted police attention has placed
on Blue’s immigration status, she no longer feels like she can count on the
police should she ever need to report a crime herself. So, when Blue was
robbed by a client recently, she had no place to turn. She was afraid that by
calling police, she risked deportation due to breaching the conditions of her
working permit. She never made the call.
She also fears that were she ever to end up with a criminal record for
something related to sex work, authorities might take her child away and
order her deportation. And so Blue never calls, and the workplace violence
continues.
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Regulatory amendments were introduced on December
31, 2013 under the title “Protecting Foreign Nationals
from Risk of Abuse and Exploitation.” This made the
policy of prohibiting engagement in sex work a matter of
law through the new section 183(1)(b.1) of the
Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations (IPRR)
which stipulates that, subject to section 185 IRPR,
people otherwise authorized to work are to “not enter into
an employment agreement, or extend the term of an
employment agreement, with an employer who, on a
regular basis, offers striptease, erotic dance, escort
services or erotic massages.”
As per subsection 185(b) of the Immigration and
Refugee Protection Regulations, all open work permits
shall have the following condition placed in the visible
remarks section of the document:
•

Not valid for employment in businesses
related to the sex trade such as strip
clubs, massage parlours or escort
services;

This restriction applies to visitors, students and workers
who do not need a permit to work in Canada (some
temporary residents are exempt from the requirement to
have a work permit in order to work). The restriction also
applies to all temporary residents who are seeking to
enter Canada, as well as those already in Canada.
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MI S STORY
Canada (since deported to Asia)4

Mi came to Canada from Asia in 2015. She was arrested by the RCMP in
mid-2016 because they found a warrant issued in her name from the Canadian
Border Services Agency, who often work with the police to double up
efforts on deporting migrant sex workers. The RCMP also seized $10,000
CAD from Mi, including all of her personal belongings and communication
devices.
The officers who first approached Mi identified themselves as a team that
helps victims and invited her to talk with them — she did not realize they were
also police officers. She gave a statement that was later used to charge her
for working illegally in Canada. It was only after Mi spoke with a lawyer that
she was informed of her right to silence.
“They did not allow my friends to be a bondsperson to get me out.”

__________________________
This story was published in Ricochet on September 23, 2016, “Sex Workers Speak Out: Migrant Sex
Workers Live Under Constant Police Threat,” Canadian Alliance for Sex Work Law Reform. https:/
ricochet.media/en/1421/migrant-sex-workers-live-under-constant-police-threat
4
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The police asked Mi many questions about whether she was a victim and
whether there were others working with her. Despite the fact that Mi did
not identify as a victim, she was held in detention while police “investigated.”
“The officer asked me if I was being controlled, being forced or if anyone had
assisted me to come and work in Canada,” said Mi. “I told the officer that I
did it voluntarily. No one received any money from me. I am over 40 years old,
and I know what I am doing. No one forced me. They also kept asking me if I
was working with others, and they asked me again and again who helped to
advertise. They found a money transfer record, and I explained that there
was a person who helped me do money exchange. However, they insisted this
person was not helping me, and they kept saying this person is a trafficker.”
Mi told police she had been assaulted at a hotel by a stranger in the course of
her work, but they took little interest and did not ask follow-up questions.
Typically people identified as illegal workers are held for shorter periods of
time than people identified as trafficking victims, and the treatment Mi
received as a result made her feel very frustrated, sad and scared. She was
detained and locked with chains on her wrists, waist and legs. She felt very
humiliated. She understood that she had worked illegally in Canada, but the
police were also telling her she was being detained because she was a victim.
Communication was not facilitated for Mi during her detainment. No
interpretation was provided, and because her phone was confiscated, she did
not have the phone numbers of her friends. To be able to call Butterfly — a
rights group based in Ontario for migrant and Asian sex workers — for help,
she offered candy to others in exchange for instructions on how to make a
collect call. Being in detention was the worst thing Mi had ever experienced.
“I was locked up in a prison. I was locked up almost two months. I
might still be in prison if I was not helped by Butterfly,” said Mi.

“They took away my phone and didn't allow me to contact my friends and
family. No one knew what had happened to me as they did not allow me to
access the phonebook,” said Mi. “The judge (of detention review) did not
allow me to leave, as they said they had to protect me. They thought my
friends and clients were bad people and dangerous for me. They did not allow
my friends to be a bondsperson to get me out of those chains. They also
would not release me to my friends.”
Mi later found out that a picture of her and her friend was used by
police to visit her friend.
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“They said I was not allowed to get out because I did not have place to
stay. But I told them that I would have a place to stay. All of my friends took
care of me very well. They did not take my money. Some of them even gave
me money sometimes.”
Mi was released back to her hometown with the assistance of Butterfly. But
she was still very angry and frustrated at the treatment she had received,
particularly because the police refused to return her money and personal
belongings.
Mi later found out that a picture of her and her friend was used by police to
visit her friend and accuse her of being a trafficker herself. Her friend was
detained for 10 days. Neither Mi nor her friend were ever charged criminally,
despite being held in detention.
The police have since informed Butterfly that they are working on an
application to be able to seize the $10,000 they confiscated from Mi, because
she had worked illegally in Canada.
“I have asked them when can I get back my money, but they do not respond
to me,” said Mi. “During the interview, they said they will help me to get it
back. However, they lied. They said that to make me talk to them. I did not
know they were police because they said they were special officers who
protect victims. They refuse to give the money and phone back to me, even
after I have left Canada for three months now. Some of the money was
what I brought to Canada. I still owe the lawyer fee and I cannot pay back
the lawyer as I cannot get back the money.”
Mi’s phone and other communication devices are still being held by
police as part of a supposed criminal investigation.
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Mi is still not able to get
her money back ($10,000).
The police told Butterfly
that the money was seized
because Mi worked
illegally in Canada.

On April 2, 2015, media sources reported that the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP) had disrupted a “Canada-wide prostitution
ring,” and that 500 Asian women were alleged to be victims of human
smuggling and sexual exploitation. However, these allegations are not
evidence-based and the RCMP could not provide further information.
“Raid and Rescue,” such as Operation Northern Spotlight, is being used
to “identify” and “rescue” victims. Anti-trafficking initiatives are being
used to surveil and racially profile migrant sex workers, leading to their
arrest, detainment and/or deportation.
Operation Northern Spotlight discourages workers in the sex industry
from reporting actual cases of human trafficking to law enforcement,
frustrating the ultimate objective of such campaigns. This also diverts
much-needed resources to anti-trafficking investigations rather than into
other forms of services and supports needed by sex workers.
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FANNY S STORY

In 2016, Fanny was working as a sex worker at a hotel. One day, while she
was with a client, she heard a knock at the door. Upon opening the door, she
and the other workers from the rooms beside hers, found themselves face to
face with two police officers.
Fanny knew they were police officers because of their uniforms and the guns
they carried. Nothing out of the usual had been happening prior to their
arrival, and Fanny was given no reason for their intrusion. The officers said
little to her. At first they stood at the door and spoke to the client. They
addressed Fanny to ask her who had helped her with booking her hotel room
and requested to see her passport. They also asked whether the workers had
a boss, or if anyone was coercing them to work. Fanny’s English was limited,
and with the assistance of a colleague, she did her best to answer their
questions - she told the officers that her friend had helped her book the hotel
room, and that nobody was coercing them. An officer showed her a photo of
a woman on his phone, asking if Fanny was that woman. Surprised, she
responded, “No, I am not that young!”.
While they waited, a man who appeared to be a more senior police officer
arrived. He told the workers that they would be going to the police station,
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but gave no further information. Fanny thought that she was in trouble for
engaging in sex work – but then she noticed that only she and some of the
other Asian workers were being taken away, while white sex workers stood
by and watched. Only the Asian workers were under investigation.
Handcuffed, Fanny was taken to the police station. She was asked if she
wanted a Cantonese translator, but it turned out to be a phone translator.
She was asked very few questions from the police. As she already had
access to a lawyer, Fanny did not utilize the legal supports they provided.
She returned to her cell to await immigration enforcement, and after a few
hours, along with the other workers, she was transferred to an immigration
detention facility. Once there, she was photographed and had her fingerprints
taken.
Immigration enforcement dealt with Fanny very aggressively. They accused
her of being uncooperative when she didn’t know how to state her
boyfriend’s address in English. Later on, she was finally allowed her to call
her boyfriend, who gave the police the information himself. During this time,
the officers did not ask Fanny any detailed questions about whether she was
doing sex work in Canada. They only explained that she had been arrested for
working in Canada without a work permit.
After being detained for two days at the detention facility, Fanny appeared
in court. The judge told the workers that they had been arrested for working
in Canada without permission, and denied bail. Fanny had paid $2000 to a
lawyer, whom her boyfriend had helped her find, but she had been unable to
communicate with him prior to appearing in court. Fanny understood through
the court translator that the lawyer advised the judge that she had been at
the hotel visiting a friend. The lawyer did not ask for any special requests or
conditions. There was a second court hearing five days later, but her
application for bail was rejected once more.
“It seemed so hard to get bail, particularly with workers from our
profession,” Fanny explained. “Like the women inside immigration detention –
some of them were detained for years. We thought there wasn’t much point
in getting another lawyer.” Other women inside detention shared their stories
and experiences with Fanny. She met a woman who had been detained for
over three months, and who continued to wait for release while Butterfly
helped her to negotiate with the Canadian Border Services Agency. At this
time, Fanny reached out to Butterfly for assistance, and finally, she was able
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to buy a plane ticket and fly back to her home country. Fanny was detained
for eight days.
Fanny feels certain that she and the other women who were arrested were
targeted from the beginning. “It was very clear that [the police] were only
looking for us as non-white workers. There were other women working in
the same hotel who were white, and the police didn’t bother them or even
talk to them at all.” While the anti-trafficking investigation was meant to
support and protect sex workers, it appeared that the law enforcement
agents were more interested in arresting and deporting migrant women.

G
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The officer decided that Fanny was not
a
but an

Some valuables, such as watches, bracelets and rings, as well as
askedFanny’s
to hand her passport over
her identity document, were kept by the Fanny
officerswas
during
detention at the immigration centre. Following the event, she was
CBSA (Canadian
Border“lost”
Services Agency) was cal
unable to get these back - all her valuables
were reported
and with “no record found”.

Don’t worry the police
won’t be bothering us
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ASHLEY S STORY

For over a decade, Ashley faced abuse from her partner while living in her
home country in Asia. She decided to move to Canada out of a desire to make
a better, safer life for her son and herself. For Ashley, coming to Canada
offered a path out of her abusive relationship and towards recovery from the
trauma she had endured.
Ashley prepared for the move by visiting a friend of hers in Canada on a
tourist visa, to gain a better understanding of what it would be like to live
here. What she saw was an environment where her 15-year-old son could
thrive and have a good education and a bright future. The cost of living would
be high, and school fees for international students were expensive. She
realized that as a single mother without the resources and professional
background needed to secure citizenship, she would have to find her own
way. Ashley’s friend in Canada was a sex worker. During her stay, Ashley
asked her friend to help her arrange some work so that she could establish
herself locally and begin earning some money before leaving. She started seeing
clients who paid her to meet with them.
Ashley found it difficult to navigate her new environment, and rarely ventured
out on her own. One day, a police officer came to the hotel where she
worked. He told Ashley that the hotel was under investigation as part of an
anti-trafficking operation, due to suspicions that there was a girl in the hotel
who was there under coercion. He asked Ashley several times whether she
was being coerced, and whether anyone had taken money from her.
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The officer went on his way after Ashley told him that she was travelling in
Canada, and wasn’t the woman he was looking for. He returned shortly
after, and informed her that she had to leave the hotel immediately. This
concerned and frightened Ashley – she had nowhere else to go, and she didn’t
want to get her friend in trouble by calling her for help. She began to cry out
of helplessness and not knowing how she would be able to find another place
to stay as she didn’t speak English. She had no idea what her rights were.
After a while, the police officer brought Ashley to another hotel where she
could stay. “At that moment, I thought he was a kind and nice person,” she
recalls. He kept chatting with her and she told him more about herself. What
she didn’t know then was that he was setting a trap for her.
As soon as she returned to her room, immigration officers from the Canadian
Border Services Agency (CBSA) arrested her and charged her with working
illegally in Canada. She was brought to a detention centre, where she was
locked up and questioned. Despite paying $2000 for a lawyer, she was never
even given the chance to see or speak to him before the detention review in
court. Her tourist visa was still valid, yet her application for bail was denied.
Ashley was detained for over five weeks.
Being kept in detainment was a nightmare. Because of the language barrier,
she wasn’t able to talk to people around her or communicate with officers.
She wasn’t allowed to make any noise or even watch TV. Other inmates
pushed her around, and would remove food from her plate. Throughout it all,
Ashley had no contact with her son back home. At the end of the five-week
detainment, she was handcuffed and brought to the airport. She was held in a
room there, and was eventually escorted by security onto a waiting plane.
Her ordeal had ended in deportation.

“11 massage workers face deportation:
While it was run by the Human Trafficking
Section, no human trafficking was found.
Instead, they inspected 20 places and laid
11 bylaw fines.” (Ottawa Sun, May 11,
2015)
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COOKIE S STORY

Exhibition in Whippersnapper Gallery: Butterfly Voices, 2016

“In January 2016, I received a departure order from the Canada Border
Services Agency [CBSA]. The officer inquired as to whether or not I had
been seen by a psychiatrist or a social worker within the last two months.
He then proceeded to ask if I had taken any psychiatric mediation. I told him
no. Despite this, the officer thought that I was attempting to escape the
investigative process, so he decided to arrest me to await deportation in the
future.
I immediately requested translation services, and contacted my lawyer and
friends. The officer denied my request, placed me in handcuffs, and brought me
to an empty room. I was incredibly afraid and I began to cry. CBSA arrested
me and sent me to jail, and this entire process led me to have flashbacks of
traumatic experiences I had experienced twenty years ago. In total, I was
held in jail for thirty-five days, and I was strip searched five times.
Throughout this entire process, I felt less of a person, and lost a part of my
humanity.
As I recall, the first night was incredibly cold since I only had my vest while
sleeping on a board. I thought to myself, “I have no clothes and I have no
food, what did I do wrong?” For a full week, I was not allowed to shower
or change my clothes. Furthermore, the officers were afraid that I would kill
myself, so they sent me to solitary confinement where I was alone for over
twenty hours a day. I felt incredibly powerless; they treated me as if I had
committed a serious offence.”
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NIKI & LUCY S STORY

Niki became homeless after she ran away from her abusive partner. Her friend
Lucy took care of her and let her stay at her apartment, where they both
also worked. One day, while she was working, Niki was robbed and assaulted
by a perpetrator. Lucy and Niki hesitated to call the police because they
were worried that the police would not help them. However, their neighbour
had heard Niki screaming and already called the police because she was
concerned that somebody was being trafficked. A policeman arrived, told them
they had to stay inside the apartment, and called the Canada Border Services
Agency (CBSA). Niki and Lucy were arrested. Niki was arrested because she
had lost her immigration status when her application for refugee status was
rejected, and she was not allowed to work in Canada. Lucy was arrested
because she was suspected of trafficking Niki since she advertised for Niki
and had helped her transfer money to her home country. In the end, both of
them were deported.
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EXTRACTS
FROM STORIES OF
OTHER MIGRANT SEX WORKERS
“I have written a letter to my son, but I cannot give it to him. Please give it
to him after I die. I really cannot survive here; it is so horrible. No one can
talk to me. I don't know how long I need to stay here. I believe I will die
here.” - Chen Chen
“I am a refugee and I cannot work in massage parlours anymore because the
police and city bylaw come very often.” - Lulu
“I was deported after being detained for 3 weeks. After I was arrested,
they kept asking me if I was controlled by my boyfriend. I told them, of course
not, he is just a young student, he has helped me a lot and given me money. I
am so guilty. He is not allowed to stay in Canada either. They asked him to
leave Canada voluntarily, otherwise, they would arrest him for pimping me.” Shan Yin
“They (the robbers) treated us like a money machine. We were robbed 4
times in one week. All the girls were afraid and some girls were injured. They
came with weapons and they had a gun. We could not call the police,
otherwise, we would have had more trouble. I told the police about this while
I was detained, but they did not care. They just wanted to arrest us." Dorothy
“My friend was deported. I was lucky that I had just gotten status when the
police officer came. However, they issued a body rub ticket to me. I paid
$1000 for a lawyer because I didn’t know if I would have problems with the
ticket. I finally paid a $50 fine. I am still afraid everyday because I don't know
when they will be back and if I will be in trouble again.” - Stone
“ I was taken to their office. I am not sure if it is police or immigration office
even thought I have married with sponsorship. I have my legal paper (work
permit). They do not allowed me to leave, They asked me to call my husband
to come. My husband did not know I did it (sex work) but the officers told
him about that. They also questioned him why he allowed me to do so. They
should not do this. They destroyed me. They destroy my family.” - Little Fish
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Victimization Created by Anti-Traﬃcking Investigations:
Anti-Trafficking as Anti-Sex Work
& Anti-Migration Enforcement

Repression from law enforcement
is a primary concern for many sex
workers, especially those who are
racialized and/or have precarious or no
citizenship status. Migrant sex workers
in particular are impacted by the
intersection of laws that discriminate
against them, which lead to being
over-policed, arrested, criminally
charged and fined, and loss of
immigration status and deportation.
These laws include immigration
regulations, criminal oﬀences, and
municipal regulations that directly
target migrants, sex workers and sex
work. Migrant sex workers may face
immigration consequences arising
from criminal and municipal
investigations, even when they are
not charged with a criminal or
municipal oﬀence.
In December 2013, the Supreme
Court of Canada’s decision in Canada
(Attorney General) v Bedford5 aﬃrmed
that criminal oﬀences related to sex

work violated sex workers’ rights to
security of the person under Section 7 of
the Canadian Charter. However, the
Conservative government introduced new
oﬀences (PCEPA) in 2014 and continues
to criminalize sex work as well as clients
and third parties. Traﬃcking laws are also
often used against people who work in
the sex industry due to the conflation of
sex work and traﬃcking. Since clients
and third parties of sex workers
themselves are criminalized by sex work
and traﬃcking laws, the implementation
of collaboration and safety measures are
often against the law, resulting in criminal
investigations.
Migrant sex workers without work
permits (such as those without status and
visitors) are not allowed to work legally in
Canada due to racist ideas embedded in
immigration policies. However, even those
who have open work permits, such as
international students, refugee claimants
or those under sponsorship, are not
allowed employment in the sex industry,
despite the fact that the regulation claims

__________________________
5

Canada (Attorney General) v. Bedford, 2013 SCC 72, [2013] 3 S.C.R. 1101
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t o p re v e n t t r a ﬃ c k i n g . 1 8 5 ( b ) o f
Immigration and Refugee Protection
Regulations states that all open work
permits shall have the following
condition placed in the visible remarks
section of the document:
Not valid for employment in
businesses related to the sex
trade such as strip clubs,
massage parlours or escort
services;
In principle, based on Canadian laws,
the municipal bylaws cannot directly
prohibit the sale of sexual services.
However, municipal bylaws are legally
allowed to regulate businesses, and
these bylaws are often used to control,
regulate or shut down establishments
that may oﬀer sexual or erotic services,
such as massage parlours, body rub
parlours and escort agencies. Those
who violate criminal, immigration and
municipal laws related to sexual
services may become inadmissible –
meaning that they are not able to stay in
Canada and will be asked to leave or
deported. Instead of protecting migrant
women, PCEPA, IRPA and municipal
bylaws are a punitive law enforcement
measure used to prosecute them.
The National Action Plan to Combat
Human Traﬃcking is driven by ideology
and myths, not evidence. Claims that
significant numbers of migrants are
being traﬃcked internally into situations
of sexual exploitation are not supported
by data. For example, anti-traﬃcking

investigations resulted in racial profiling of
Asian women with non-Western accents
working in massage parlours and indoors,
even when they had immigrated legally
and were permanent residents or citizens.
It has become common practice for
police oﬃcers to enter sex work
establishments with the Canada Border
Services Agency (CBSA), under the guise
of anti-traﬃcking mandates, leading to
the deportation of sex workers who did
not identify as victims of traﬃcking.
Similarly, if the police cannot use criminal
law against sex workers, they will often
refer them to the CBSA.

“Don’t be scared. Are you
under the control of anyone? Is
anyone forcing you to do this?
Who is your boss?”
Sun, who was absolutely
terrified, responded: “No, I am
doing this out of my own
volition, I have no boss.” The
oﬃcer then proceeded to ask
her a series of questions
including, “How long have you
been here?” and, “What is your
immigration status?”
– Sun’s Story
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From hearing the stories of
migrant sex workers, it is easy to see
how legal systems and law enforcement
become the tools of oppression. Antitraﬃcking campaigns and investigations
focus on racialized communities, and
portray sexual exploitation as a product
of “foreign populations.” The rhetoric of
protecting vulnerable women is used as
a guise for racial profiling, with law
enforcement and border oﬃcials using
ethnicity and country of origin as a
factor in determining whether or not
someone should be suspected as a
traﬃcker or traﬃcking victim.
Anti-traﬃcking investigations
generally include increased surveillance
of migrant and racialized sex workers.
The surveillance of sex workers' online
movements means that their friends and
social networks may also become
suspected traﬃckers, and activities
such as money transfers or using a
friend's credit card to book a hotel may
be labeled as organized crime. One
woman was detained on an accusation
of being a traﬃcker after police
searched her phone and found a photo
she had taken with her friend, another
Asian woman, who they suspected of
being a traﬃcking victim. Another
woman who contacted Butterfly was
reported to authorities by someone who
knew that she was a sex worker saw her
playing with a child, and assumed that
she was kidnapping the child. The racist
stereotypes and moral panic
surrounding human traﬃcking is deeply

ingrained in society, and can result in
further harm and isolation for migrant sex
workers.
The purpose of anti-traﬃcking
policies is to protect victims from human
rights violations, from cruel and degrading
treatment, and to aid the achievement of
freedom and liberty. There are many
stories about victims of debt bondage
who are unable to leave or contact others
for help, and who lose their liberty, suﬀer
physical abuse and torture, and are
subject to degrading treatment. This is
indeed what these 18 Asian migrant sex
workers reported that they had
experienced. However, these women
experienced these injustices not because
they were traﬃcking victims, but because
they were victims of anti-traﬃcking law
enforcement agencies.
Ta c t i c s u s e d b y p o l i c e a n d
immigration oﬃcers in anti-traﬃcking
investigations often involved coercion and
intimidation. Women were arrested
without evidence that they have violated
any criminal or immigration laws. Police
then used threats, false promises of
release, and the fabrication of evidence in
order to coerce women into admitting to
working illegally in Canada. In order to
extract information from migrant sex
workers, police and immigration oﬃcers
often violated their right to silence, such
as deceiving women into thinking that
they can go free if they disclose
information, or denying access to a
lawyer who can discuss rights with them:
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“He (the police oﬃcer) told

me that I am not illegal to
work as a sex worker. He said
I could go if I admitted I did
sex work in Canada,
otherwise, I am not allowed to
leave. One hour later, two
immigration oﬃcers (CBSA)
arrested me because I worked
illegally in Canada.”
- Bo Bo
“The police oﬃcer took my
passport and told me that I
was alright, he just needed to
verify my passport. I would
have no problem if my
passport was legitimate.
However, he was lying. He
took my passport and handed
me over to immigration
oﬃcers.”
- Angel

Investigations which were presented as
“rescue missions” resulted in negative
outcomes for migrant sex workers; while
being labeled as victims, they were also
treated as criminals and illegal migrants.
Migrant sex workers routinely had their
human rights violated during the process
of arrest and detention. Such violations
included physical and sexual assault,
repeated strip searches, being denied
access to a lawyer or translator, and
police failing to inform them of their rights
or the reason they were detained.
Following is a summary of human
rights violations suﬀered by migrant
sex workers:
a) Breaching the rights of liberty
All of the women wanted their
freedom back and to be released from
detention when they called Butterfly,
which they did after being detained for a
period of time ranging from a few days to
a few months. Only two of them were
able to be released. The majority of them
were rejected bail during detention
review. Some of them were detained in
order to “protect” them from traﬃckers
(friends or clients).
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“The judge (of detention
review) did not allow me to
leave, as they said they had to
protect me. They thought my
friends and clients were bad
people and dangerous for me.
They did not allow my friend
to be a bondsperson to get
me out of those chains. They
also would not release me to
my friends.”
- Mi
“I could not get bail because I
could not tell the judge the
address of my boyfriend in
English and I could not name
the restaurant we often went
to. It was ridiculous. I know
the way to get there but I
could not tell him the address
because I don't speak very
much English.”
– Sue

b) Degrading, cruel, and inhumane
treatment
None of the migrant sex workers
were criminally charged in the end, even
though they went through criminal
investigations. They were all detained for
breaking immigration laws – in police
stations, immigration centres, and
prisons. The women reported that they
experienced violence and cruel and
inhumane treatment during the process of
arrest and detainment. For example,
some were not only handcuﬀed, but also
locked up in chains in public, including
the wrists and legs, which they found
insulting, degrading, and dehumanizing.

“I was locked by chains and
weights, on my wrists and
legs… I felt like I was being
treated as a murder suspect.
They did not allow me to make
a phone call or contact other
people.”
- Mi
“The first night was incredibly
cold since I only had my vest
while sleeping on a board. I
thought to myself, “I have no
clothes and I have no food,
what did I do wrong? For a full
week, I was not allowed to
shower or change my clothes.”
- Cookie
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The police also punished the
women who challenged or confronted
them about their arrest. One woman
was not allowed to sleep; the police
woke her up every half hour. The women
also felt they were sexually assaulted
when they were strip searched, and one
was strip searched three times in a
week.
Another woman was strip
searched five times during detention
since she had to be strip searched
following each time she met the lawyers.

they were unable to understand the
English instructions for making a call.

“I was held in jail for 35 days,
and I was strip searched five
times. Throughout this entire
process, I felt like less of a
person, and I lost a part of my
humanity.”

“I have written a letter to my
son, but I cannot give it to him.
Please give it to him after I die.
I really cannot survive here; it is
so horrible. I don't know how
long I need to stay here. I
believe I will die here.”

- Cookie

As most of them could not speak
English, they were extremely isolated, and
unable to communicate with others, since
no interpretation or translation services
were arranged except when they met the
oﬃcers related to their case. Most were
not told how long they would be detained.
The experience was extremely isolating
and distressing for them. Some had
suicidal thoughts, and developed PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).

- Chen Chen
Their basic human rights were
also violated. One woman reported that
she was not allowed to contact others,
because she was suspected of being a
victim of traﬃcking. Her phone was
seized, and she was not allowed access
to the phone numbers she needed to
make phone calls. Their friends and
families were suspected of being
traﬃckers, and were questioned or even
detained. It was also diﬃcult for some
women to make phone calls, either
because they had to pay, or because

c) Infringement of privacy
T h e w o m e n w e re f o rc e d t o
disclose their sex work experiences to
their friends or family during the legal
process and police investigation, and they
felt that their privacy was violated. It was
also very injurious to their dignity and
their relationships.
d) Infringement of their rights to property
Some of the women reported that
their money and personal belongings
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were lost, or had been stolen by law
enforcement, when they were arrested
or detained. Five reported that they had
lost their identity document, jewelry, or
money (ranging from CAD 5,000 to
50,000). Even when the police admitted
seizing their money or personal
belongings, they sometimes refused to
re t u r n t h e m . T h e p o l i c e s e i z e d
CAD10,000, a phone, and other
personal belongings from a woman who
was suspected of being a traﬃcking
victim. They refused to return the seized
items to her even after she had returned
to her home country and the police said
that her money and belongings were
seized since she worked illegally in
Canada.

e) Unable to access social support
It was very diﬃcult to get the social
support the migrant sex workers needed,
such as shelter, counselling, and medical
or other personal support, especially
when they were not identified as
traﬃcked victims. Butterfly sent 300
letters, emails, and phone messages to
find social support for one of the women.
Most of the social services organizations
refused because she had not been
oﬃcially identified as a traﬃcking victim
and she was not a resident. Some service
providers were also reluctant to oﬀer
support because they did not want to get
involved in “organized crime” when they
found out the migrant sex worker was
connected with other migrant sex
workers.
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CONCLUSION

Anti-trafficking law enforcement is
built on the myth of trafficking: the myth
that Asian and migrant sex workers are
the victims of trafficking and need
rescuing, saving and protecting. In reality,
anti-trafficking investigations are often
racist, anti-sex work, and anti-migrant.
The intersection of criminal laws,
immigration laws and municipal bylaws
are used against migrant sex workers,
while human rights violations against
these workers are justified by labelling
them as illegal workers and criminals.
These policies and investigations not only
violate the rights of the women who are
being arrested and detained; they also
endanger migrant sex workers in general.
If the public believes that migrant
sex workers should not suffer inhumane
and degrading treatment, and have their
right to liberty violated in a brothel, then

they should also not support l a w
enforcement policies and practices that
abuse their rights. The experiences of
Butterfly with the 18 women who were
arrested, detained, and deported reveal the
reality of the harms caused by antitrafficking enforcement. It is essential to
change the public narrative surrounding sex
work, migration, and trafficking, and centre
the voices of migrant sex workers
themselves, rather than allowing those in
positions of power to continue speaking for
them.
We hope you will join us as allies in
helping share the stories and voices of
migrant sex workers. We will work together
to fight for their rights and strive to put an
end to the harm that anti-trafficking policies
and enforcement cause, so that migrant
sex workers may live with power, safety,
justice, and dignity.
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This report is dedicated to the 18 strong and brave migrant sex workers.

SEX WORK IS NOT TRAFFICKING!
MIGRATION IS NOT TRAFFICKING!
SEX WORK IS WORK!
SEX WORKERS’ RIGHTS
ARE HUMAN RIGHTS

Butterfly (Asian and Migrant Sex Workers Support Network)
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BUTTERFLY
Asian & Migrant Sex Workers Support Network
Butterfly (Asian and Migrant Sex Workers Support Network) was formed by
sex workers, social workers, legal and health professionals. It provides
support to, and advocates for, the rights of Asian and migrant sex workers.
The organization is founded upon the belief that sex workers are entitled to
respect and basic human rights. Butterfly asserts that, regardless of their
immigration status, Asian and migrant sex workers should be treated like all
other workers.
• To provide support, education and information to Asian and
migrant sex workers
• To promote safety and dignity for all sex workers, regardless
of their gender, race or immigration status.
• To enhance access to health, social, labour and legal rights
and services
• To promote equality and eliminate racism, stigma and
discrimination against sex workers in general, and Asian
and migrant sex workers specifically
• To facilitate the building of support networks and solidarity
among sex workers
• To facilitate opportunities for the voices of sex workers to be
heard in society
• To advocate for the human rights of sex workers and to
promote the decriminalization of sex work

Butterfly (Asian and Migrant Sex Workers Support Network)
butterflysw.org
1-416-906-3098
cswbutterfly@gmail.com
Canada
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Executive Summary
This report describes the experiences of people who work in holistic centres and their
encounters with law enforcement. Sixty-one holistic practitioners, ranging in age from 25 to
64 years old, participated in the survey1 that informed this research. All of the people with
whom we spoke were born outside of Canada and migrated from Asia; the majority came
from China, with others from Korea, Vietnam, and Thailand. Findings from the survey were
used to develop recommendations for Toronto Municipal Licensing and Standards (MLS),
city council, and Toronto Police Service.
Despite widely touted claims of trafficking, which has led to increased policing and
repression of holistic practitioners, the research did not uncover any instances of forced
labour or trafficking. Rather, respondents provided a variety of reasons for working as holistic
practitioners, including the ability to overcome language barriers, racism, and discrimination
in the job market. While respondents also reported negative aspects of working in holistic
centres, overwhelmingly their main concerns were inspections and/or raids (65.5%) and
being fined and charged (44.8%). Half of the respondents had been arrested, issued tickets,
or received fines. More than one-third reported that they had been abused or harassed
by bylaw enforcement or police officers. A significant number (22%) of workers had been
insulted or verbally abused, and some (12%) were physically or sexually assaulted by law
enforcement officers. In one example, bylaw enforcement officers asked a respondent to
show them her underwear, searched her place without a warrant, and then issued her three
tickets in one week for challenging their behaviour, demonstrating both a flagrant misuse
of power as well as sexual and psychological harassment. Other respondents stated that
they found it difficult to understand bylaws and regulations because officers had subjective
interpretations of the law, to the extent that issuing tickets often seemed to be the purpose
of investigations. Officers sometimes spent over one hour conducting inspections until they
could issue a ticket for not displaying the license on the wall or a scratch on a massage bed.
Overall, respondents had very negative impressions of municipal bylaw enforcement officers
and police. 60% of respondents had negative perceptions of bylaw enforcement and police
officers. Some felt that the officers did not respect them as workers (40%), treated them as
criminals (37.8%), or unjustifiably punished them (13.3%). Half described police officers as
abusive, oppressive, or humiliating (53.6%), while a significant number perceived them as
discriminatory (42.9%) and unreliable (25%).
Almost half of the respondents had experienced violence in their workplace. One-third
experienced robbery or theft by client or other perpetrators. However, only four (6.9%)
reported these incidents to law enforcement and the majority of the respondents were less
likely to seek help from law enforcement (62.2%).
In 2014, Butterfly and St. Stephen’s Community House (SSCH) received complaints from community members working in holistic
centres about the abuse and misconduct they were experiencing from bylaw enforcement and police officers, including requests for
sexual favours and verbal and physical harassment, corresponding to an increase of inspections and prosecutions at their workplaces.
In order to gain a better understanding of these workers’ encounters with law enforcement, a survey was developed in collaboration
with Holistic Practitioners’ Alliance, Maggie’s, Canadian HIV/AIDS Legal Network, Strut, Migrant Sex Worker’s Support Network,
and No One Is Illegal. Data were collected between October 2015 and August 2017.
1
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These findings suggest that the bylaws themselves are problematic, and enable bylaw
enforcement and police officers to use their broad discretion to abuse and harass
practitioners who work in spas and wellness centres. Respondents shared that whereas
in the past inspections were often collaborative and respectful, they were now abusive,
provocative and manipulative, to the extent that some practitioners even described that
they were treated as criminals or animals by law enforcement. In particular, practitioners
perceived these excessive practices of law enforcement officers to be the result of racial
profiling and discrimination, rather than the promotion of workplace health and safety. This
negative perception of law enforcement discourages practitioners from seeking help from
them when experiencing difficult situations.
Based on these findings, we recommend:
1. An end to excessive and discriminatory inspections and prosecutions of holistic centers
and practitioners;
2. Thorough investigation into complaints against bylaw enforcement officers from
holistic practitioners, and a guarantee that practitioners will not be punished for making
these complaints;
3. A comprehensive review of current bylaws and enforcement policies pertaining to holistic
centres, with meaningful participation of owners, practitioners, and other stakeholders.
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Introduction
This report presents the findings of a survey of holistic practitioners’ encounters with bylaw
enforcement and police officers, carried out from October 2015 to August 2017. The sample
was 64; 61 of the participants were working in spas and wellness centres (sometimes referred
to as holistic centres2) and three were working in body rub parlours. Here we present only
the data on the 61 participants working in holistic centres.
All of the participants were born outside of Canada; some migrated here less than one
year ago whereas others have been living in Canada for over 10 years. One-third of the
participants reported abuse, violence, and misconduct from bylaw enforcement or police
officers. More than 60% of the participants described bylaw enforcement and police officers
as discriminatory, oppressive, or humiliating. Only a small number of participants reported
that they found bylaw enforcement or police officers to be friendly, helpful, kind, professional,
or even neutral.

Background
St. Stephen’s Community House (SSCH) has been reaching out to people who work in spas
and wellness centres since 2007 to promote the health and wellness of the community. SSCH
developed a joint project with Butterfly in 2014 to outreach to this particular group and
provide information, services, supports, and workshops. This project is ongoing.
In 2014, service providers at SSCH and Butterfly received complaints from community
members about misconduct and misbehaviour by bylaw enforcement and police officers,
including requests for sexual favours, harassment, use of condoms as evidence to prosecute
workers, corresponding to an increase of inspections and prosecutions at their workplaces.
In 2015, Butterfly and SSCH developed a survey with a group of organizations, including
Holistic Practitioner’s Alliance, Butterfly, Maggie’s, Canadian HIV/AIDS Legal Network, Strut,
Migrant Sex Worker’s Support Network, and No One Is Illegal, to gain a better understanding
of the experiences of workers at spas and wellness centres. In 2018, the Holistic Practitioners
Alliance and the Coalition Against Abuse By Bylaw Enforcement were formed to advocate for
the rights of holistic practitioners.3
We also invited Associate Professor Emily van der Meulen of Ryerson University (Department
of Criminology), Professor Kamala Kempadoo of York University (Department of Social
Science) and Professor Mariana Valverde of University of Toronto (Centre for Criminology &
Sociolegal Studies ) to provide advice on this project.

Holistic practitioners are individuals who work in holistic centres and provide a variety of services for medical or therapeutic
treatments, including reikki, aromatherapy, or massage therapy.
3
The Holistic Practitioners Alliance and the Coalition Against Abuse By Bylaw Enforcement started a petition to call for an end to
abusive bylaw enforcement in 2018. See https://www.butterflysw.org/campaign for more information.
2
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Objectives
The purpose of the study was to gain a better understanding of the backgrounds and working
conditions of holistic practitioners and their experiences with municipal law enforcement
and police officers. We also wanted to examine how municipal licensing, regulations, and
policies affect this group of people. The findings were used to develop recommendations for
Toronto Municipal Licensing and Standards (MLS), city council, and the Toronto Police Service.

Methodology
Recruitment of participants depended on pre-existing relationships built with this vulnerable
group of workers by Butterfly, SSCH, and other partner organizations. Flyers, posters, and
an email script with a summary of the study were distributed to organization representatives
for forwarding to potential participants. The flyer and poster were translated to Chinese and
distributed by community and outreach workers from Butterfly and SSCH. Participants could
determine whether to fill out the survey by themselves or be interviewed by a community or
outreach worker. Each interview took between 15 minutes to 30 minutes to complete.
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Findings
Demographic Information
Participants’ ages ranged from 25 to 64; 8.2% were
between 25-34, 39.3% were between 35-44, and 42.6%
were between 45-54 years old. None were under 18.
All of the respondents were born outside of Canada and
migrated from Asia, mostly from China (91.8%). Others came
from Korea (3.3%), Vietnam (3.3%), and Thailand (1.6%).
Almost half of the respondents (47.5%) had lived in Canada
for 1 to 5 years and 37.7% from 6 to 10 years.
Most of the respondents (93.4%) were practitioners who
offered massage services to clients. Forty-eight (78.7%)
had the role of a practitioner only. Most of the managers
or operators of the holistic centers were also practitioners:
of the five managers/operators, three were practitioners
(4.9% of the 61 respondents) and six respondents were
both practitioners and business owners (9.8% of the
61 respondents).
There are many reasons to work in spas or wellness centres.
The majority cited economic or financial reasons (66.7%)
and/or a lack of employment options (i.e. 63% cited trouble
finding other jobs). Many also stated that they could use
their professional skills as holistic practitioners (43.3%).
40% of the respondents were attracted to the flexible work
hours. Other reasons given were interest in serving others
(8.3%) and enjoyment of the work (6.7%). Some also stated
that it was an alternative options to other jobs because their
health conditions and/or prior work injuries made it difficult
for them to work in other employment sectors (5%). None
reported being forced to work (e.g. by debt bondage) or
being trafficked, nor were they under pressure from family
or friends.
Their past occupations were caregiver (35%), service sector
worker (35%), food processing/agriculture worker (25%), and
restaurant worker (10%). Some were professionals, such as
doctors, nurses, engineers and government officials in their
countries of origin. Some respondents explained why they
left their previous jobs to work in spas and wellness centres:
poor working condition at other workplaces, income too
low, work injury, long working hours, or lack of options for
long-term development within their careers.

“I was an engineer before
I moved to Canada. But
once I arrived, I found
that my credentials were
not recognized and I could
not find work in my field.
I changed my career, and
entered the massage business.
In doing so, I have developed
my professional skills to help
others and contribute
to society.”
“I was injured while working
for a food processing
company. I tried working
in a restaurant, which
required me to have to stand
for more than twelve hours
at a time. It made my health
condition worse and worse.
Though my job now is a
difficult one, I have better
health than I did before.”
“I cannot say this is my dream
job, but at least I can have
income to support my child to
go to school. I will do my best
for him.”
“No one will hire you when
you cannot speak English.”
“I am a small business
owner and am able to
create job opportunities.
I serve clients and contribute
to my community.”
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Working Conditions
The respondents mentioned a number of positive aspects in this type of work. Most reported that they
enjoyed helping others (78.7%) and good income (65.6%), with many (45.9%) indicating that it provided
better income than other jobs. More than half (59%) reported that they enjoyed working with colleagues
who spoke their own languages. Respondents also stated that they felt safer than when working alone
(26.2%) and felt happy and satisfied (26.2%). Some also felt that this work allowed them to integrate
into Canadian society (22.9%) and expand their social networks (19.7%).
There were also some negative aspects of working in spas and wellness centres. The majority of
the practitioners were worried about inspections and/or raids (65.5%) and being fined and charged
(44.8%). One-third (31%) experienced discrimination, did not feel respected, and/or felt a need to hide
their work from their families (22.4%). Some felt isolated (20.7%) or had been injured at work (20.7%).
Almost half of the respondents had experienced violence in their workplace. 36% experienced
robbery or theft and 19.7% experienced physical or sexual assaulted by clients or other perpetrators.
More than one-third (34.4%) reported that they had been abused or harassed by bylaw
enforcement officers. Some also experienced refusal of payment from clients or managers,
threats from gangs, or blackmail. A few experienced labour exploitation, but none reported
sexual exploitation.

Positive Aspects of Working in
Holistic Centres (total respondents: 61)
Feeling happy and satisﬁed

Negative Aspects of Working in
Holistic Centres (total respondents: 61)
Worrying about sexual transmitted diseases

Feeling integrated into Canadian society

Getting injured at work

Expanding social network

Feeling isolated

Increasing self-conﬁdence

Needing to hide from friends and family
Enjoying helping others

Being discriminated against or not feeling
respected

Enjoying the source of income

Worrying about inspections and/or raids from
police and other authorities

Better income than other jobs
Greater security than working
independently/alone

Worrying about being fined or charged

Working with colleagues who speak your
language

Greater security than working Poor working
conditions (for example long hours, etc.)

Other:

Feeling like you don't have any labour
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Feeling of freedom
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Only four (6.9%) reported these incidents to police. The
majority of respondents informed the manager or business
owner, co-workers, friends, or family. Many kept silent
(27.6%) or dealt with the incident by themselves (13.8%).
Only 12.1% sought help from community organizations.
The survey asked why they did not call police when
they experienced a difficult situation. Almost half of the
respondents stated that it was because of language barrier
(48.2%), and fear of more inspections (46.4%) or losing
clients or business (46.4%). Almost one-third (30.3%)
also stated fear of being arrested, charged, fined, and/or
discriminated against by police or law enforcement (32.1%).
One-fourth had previous negative experiences with police
(25%) or feared revenge from police (25%).
One respondent explained that she had called the police a
few years ago and they were very helpful. She shared that
she would not call the police now as law enforcement was
no longer helpful and seemed to be against the workers.
The other three respondents who called the police reported
that the police did nothing or refused to follow up on
the complaint.

“Our job is important since we
help people every day. Some
of them may not have a lot of
money, or are not respected by
others in their daily life. But I
still do my best to take care of
them. I help them to relax and
recover from a tiring day.”
“This is not an easy job, we
have to deal with a lot of
issues at work. My friend was
robbed at gunpoint by a group
of gang members. They took
all her money and they even
took her credit card machine.
I have told my daughter that
if I ever called her for help, it
would put us both in danger.”

Violence in the Workplace
(total respondents: 61)
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“White people are the
mainstream, and their English
is good. Plus they know
how to protect their rights
by knowing the laws and
use them as weapons. If the
massage parlours were run by
white people, things would be
different. Most practitioners
in this trade are Asians; 80%
of them have limited English,
and have not received higher
education. As a result, we try
to comply as much as we can.
Sometimes, even when it is
obvious that we are innocent,
we yield to the power of the
Municipal Licensing and
Standards Division, hoping
that the officials will not come
back to pick on us or issue
tickets. The practitioners
choose to plead guilty and pay
the fines to avoid offending
the authorities and provoking
retaliation from them.”
“They came to investigate us
three times a week. It is really
too much and unreasonable.”
“They searched for an hour,
and could not find anything.
Finally, they found a minor
issue that they believed
warranted giving me a ticket.
They refuse to leave until they
can find a reason to give you
a ticket.”
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Knowledge of Bylaws and Regulations
Respondents reported that they have very little (38.6%) or
average knowledge of applicable bylaws (33.8%). 12.3%
reported that they do not have any knowledge about the
laws and regulations. Some respondents cited difficulties
learning about bylaws and regulations because of language
barrier. Only a few (8.8%) had read the information on their
own. Most of the respondents learned information from
their co-workers, managers, or business owners (59.6%).
Some also learned from the advice of police or bylaw
enforcement officers (21.1%) and 10.5% gained knowledge
during the Holistic License Training Program.
Some respondents stated that they found it difficult to
understand bylaws and regulations because individual
bylaw enforcement officers enforced bylaws and regulations
differently.

Experiences of Inspection
The frequency of inspections of spa and wellness centres
ranged from less than once per year to three times a
week or even twice per day. Many respondents indicated
that inspections occurred in their workplace every three
months (25.9%).
Some stated that the number of inspections had rapidly
increased in the last two years and become excessive and
unfairly targeting spas and wellness centres over other
businesses. Many expressed that the inspections placed
great pressure and stress on the employees and affected
the operation of the business.
Some respondents explained that in the past, officers
explained the bylaws and gave opportunities to
business owners or employees to rectify their mistakes.
In addition, the officers were familiar to them and
were friendly, reasonable, and respectful. However,
in the past two years, officers’ conducts had become
disrespectful and provocative in nature. One stated
that the officers acted like gangsters.
Two respondents stated that the inspections had harmed
their business because their customers felt harassed. Some
respondents expressed their frustration and anger about
their experiences of inspections, including, for example,
being prohibited from moving or sitting when the officer
was conducting an inspection.

In addition, bylaw enforcement and police officers often
require workers to provide identification, which undermines
the City of Toronto’s ‘Access Without Fear’ policy.4 One
respondent reported that she had been handcuffed for
not showing her identification, and was only released after
her friend brought her identification and showed it to the
officers. One respondent also indicated that her friend who
did not have identification documents was arrested. Another
respondent was asked about her immigration status; the
bylaw enforcement officer told her that they would call
immigration authorities if they saw her again. One manager
said that bylaw enforcement officers shared information
about her staff with Ontario Works.5

Number of investigations carried out at holistic centres and
holistic practitioners (Reply from the Access and Privacy unit, City
Clerk’s Office of Toronto to an access of information request)
2013

2014

2015

2016

Holistic centres

569

1649

1419

1780

Holistic practitioners

611

2069

2092

2585

All investigations

31947

29647

25694

22600

12.5%

13.7%

19.3%

% of investigations
related to holistic centres 3.7%
& practitioners

The Access Without Fear policy “would ensure that ALL city residents,
including people without full immigration status, can access essential services
(housing, health, education, social services, emergency services) without
fear of being detained or deported. City workers, along with applications
for city services, would be forbidden from inquiring into immigration
status. All residents of the city with less than full legal status as citizens or
permanent residents could apply for and use city services without fear that
their immigration status will be discovered” (No One is Illegal Toronto). See
http://toronto.nooneisillegal.org/dadt for more information.
4

“Licensing inspects us too
frequently. It has caused a
lot of stress to the female
workers. The inspection
also harasses the customers.
The licensing bylaw officials
prolong their visits as much
as possible, and they abuse
their power to the extreme.
If they’re in a good mood,
they don’t issue you a ticket.
Otherwise, they will find fault
with you.”
“The customer lay on the bed,
relaxed. Two men from the
Licensing Division rushed
into the room to scare the
customers and the female
massage worker. We thought
it was a robbery. Is this legal?
Are there any laws to protect
the consumers from being
harassed and frightened?”
“There was a couple receiving
services from me and my
co-workers. At the end of the
session, bylaw enforcement
officers bust into the therapy
room and the clients were
disturbed. They refused to pay
and left. Bylaw enforcement
officers are infringing the
privacy of clients. The clients
never come back again — who
is responsible for our loss?”

Ontario Works (OW) is a provincial financial and employment assistance
program, also known as social assistance, provided to people in financial need
who meet eligibility criteria.
5
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“If massage practitioners like
us cannot quickly open the
door within three seconds, or
if there is any other delay of
five seconds in responding to
orders, we will get a ticket for
not opening the door.”
“The massage parlour door
must not be locked. This
rule must be resolutely
repealed. The massage staff
can assess the safety situation
at work, and choose to lock
the door. (It’s like if one
person goes to work and
locks the door in case they
feel fearful at night.) The
safety of life is the priority,
and female massage workers
should not be placed in highrisk working environments.
Locking the door is a kind of
self-protection.”

Experiences of Being Charged
Half of the respondents (50%) had been charged and issued
tickets for breaching municipal bylaws. The majority of
charges related to not dressing professionally, not keeping
records of clients, massage bed not in good repair, locking
the door, and operating outside of office hours.
A number of respondents reported that different officers
have different standards. Some of the practitioners who
had employed certain work practices for a long time were
only recently issued a ticket, for example, for not displaying
their licence on the wall. A few also complained that bylaw
enforcement officers spent one hour conducting inspections
until they could find a minor infringement for which they
could issue a ticket. Issuing tickets seems to have become
the purpose of investigations.
Five respondents reported charges related to their clothing.
Two said that they were wearing dresses similar to other
women’s street clothes but were charged regardless.
One respondent had been wearing similar clothing while at
work for eight years and never had a problem until being
recently charged.
Another respondent complained that bylaw enforcement
officers trapped them by arriving at 8:30 pm, requesting a
45-minute service, then charging the worker for operating
after 9:00 pm. Another respondent said that she did not lock
her door, but was issued a ticket after a bylaw enforcement
officer tried to enter and could not, because he did not push
the door hard enough.
Many respondents also found the bylaws themselves
problematic. For example, the vague and arbitrary
regulation of clothing allows for harassment and abuse.
The requirement to display a business license with full
name and address infringes on workers’ rights to privacy
and compromises their safety, while the regulation against
locking one’s door is also a safety concern. They stated that
when there were only one or two practitioners working,
they would lock the door to screen the clients to avoid theft,
robbery or assault.
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Respondents also mentioned that they were not able to
challenge the charges even if they felt the charges are
wrong or unreasonable because they did not think they
would receive a fair hearing or able to defend their case
in court. They felt that pleading guilty was the only option.
One respondent tried to defend herself in court and she
received a $1000 fine instead of the initial $100. Another
respondent said that she wanted to challenge a ticket but
the government lawyer (prosecutor) told her that she could
get a $5000 fine if she did not plead guilty.
Charge of “table mat not in good repair”.

From January to October 2017,
there were 255 charges laid,
of which 41 were “table mat
not in a good repair” and 21
were charges of “no licensing
number on advertisement”
(i.e. holistic centres are
charged when they do not put
the licensing number on their
business cards).
“The prosecutor said that if
the massage bed is not well
maintained, we can be fined
up to $50,000. How is this at
all reasonable?”

Charge of “no licensing number on advertisement”.

“Once a ticket was issued
for just a tiny crack on the
bed… I was furious. I truly
couldn’t understand.”
“The mattress of my massage
bed is in good condition.
I have also covered it with
three layers of towels so that
clients will not have direct
contact with the mattress. But
the bylaw enforcement officers
removed all of the towels
and then flipped the massage
bed. I was then given a ticket
because of a tiny scratch at the
bottom of the bed.”

Number of charges against holistic centre and holistic practitioners
(Reply from the Access and Privacy unit, City Clerk’s Office of
Toronto to an access of information request)

Number of
charges

2013

2014

2015

2016

75

337

277

236
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One person, who had
received more than 20
tickets, said that some bylaw
enforcement officers were
very unprofessional and
provocative, and relentlessly
visited her workplace without
cause. A female officer told
her that she would take her
picture if she continued to
express anger. Without the
worker’s consent, the officer
eventually took her picture
and showed it to her. In
total, five tickets were issued
for minor infringements,
including for a small cosmetic
flaw on the massage mat.
After issuing this ticket,
the female officer made a
“V” hand gestures to her,
signalling victory before she
left. In another incident,
the worker was ticketed
for having alcohol on the
premises for three small
cups used to make a religious
offering of alcohol to a deity,
and that had not been an
issue until then.
“We should not be treated as a
problem or as criminals; they
should not assume that we are
bad and treat us badly.”
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Misconduct and Abuse by Bylaw Enforcement
and Police Officers
Half of the respondents (50%) had been arrested, issued a
ticket, or received a fine. Some stated that the officials did
not clearly explain if they were police or bylaw enforcement
officers. More than one-third (34.4%) reported that they
had been abused or harassed by bylaw enforcement
officers or police. A significant number of workers
(22%) were insulted or verbally abused, and some
(12%) were physically or sexually assaulted by bylaw
enforcement officers and police.
14% of respondents also mentioned that bylaw enforcement
officers infringed on the privacy of clients by entering the
therapy room without notice, and without waiting for the
client to leave. 12% reported that their personal items were
searched without a warrant. One worker reported that a
police officer searched her purse and her clothing drawer.
8% reported that officers searched for condoms at their
workplace. Two respondents also said that officers forced
them to remove the security camera at their workplace
even though they did not have this authority. Only 17% of
the respondents stated that they had not encountered any
problem with law enforcement.
Among the respondents who reported being sexually
assaulted by bylaw or police officers, three were asked to
remove their robes or pull up their dresses to show their
clothing and underwear, and two indicated that the officers
took pictures of them in this state. Another worker was
asked by an officer to go with him to a hotel; this officer
kept returning to her workplace until she told him that she
had a security camera and she knew that what he was doing
was not allowed. One respondent was issued three tickets in
one week after she challenged bylaw enforcement officers
who had asked her to show them her underwear and had
searched her place without a warrant.
One respondent was charged for not having her license
immediately available for presentation, despite the fact that
she told the bylaw enforcement officers that her license had
been sent to the wrong address. One person was charged
when she was cleaning her spa after working hours. One
person shared that her Chinese friend was charged for
working without a license, when she was merely visiting
and sitting on a sofa in the spa. Other respondents also
recounted similar experiences of getting charged when their
Chinese, non-English speaking friends were visiting.

Only one respondent called law enforcement authorities to
report an incident involving bylaw enforcement officers, but
it was not properly investigated. One-third of respondents
informed their manager or business owners, and 12%
informed a community organization. The others kept
silent. Three respondents stated that they did not complain
because they were afraid of retaliation, and one respondent
shared that the business owner did not approve of the staff
reporting these types of incidents.

“Four police officers and bylaw
officers came together. They
were extremely violent and
rude. They ordered us to face
the wall and we were not
allowed to talk. They treated
me like a criminal as they
searched my place, including
all the drawers, wallets — even
my underwear — without a
warrant. They left the rooms
a mess. I tried to challenge
them and they issued 3 tickets.
Not only that, but since then,
they’ve come back again
and again to issue 5 more
tickets within half a year as
revenge. I have never been
insulted like this in my life. I
can’t stop crying every time I
recall these incidents.”
“They are very unreasonable
and disrespectful. A female
officer asked my co-worker to
take off her clothes and show
her underwear. The bylaw
enforcement officers then took
photos of her and gave her
a ticket for clothing (having
unprofessional clothing).”
“I was ordered to stand,
and told not to move. They
wouldn’t even allow me to go
to the washroom.”
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“Licensing discriminates
against us. They come very
often, sometimes with 7-8
officers. There is no other type
of business being treated like
this. They show up too often.
Not only do they interrupt our
day and harass customers,
they make me lose business.
They also disrupt our
neighbours and cause
the community to perceive
us as troublemakers.”

Perception of Law Enforcement

“Law enforcement should be
accountable and their power
should be limited. They should
not be able to do whatever
they want with impunity”.

Similarly, over half (51.4%) described bylaw enforcement
officers as abusive, oppressive, or humiliating, and a
significant number perceived them as discriminatory (34.3%)
and unreliable (25.7%).

“99% will not call police
since they do not want to
have any trouble”
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Overall, respondents had very negative impressions of
municipal law enforcement officers and police in spas and
wellness centres. 60% of the respondents had negative
perceptions of bylaw enforcement and police officers. Some
felt that the law enforcement and police officers did not
respect them as workers (40%), treated them as criminals
(37.8%), or unjustifiably punished them (13.3%). 24.4%
viewed them as neutral, while only 15.6 % viewed them in a
positive light.
Just over half (53.6%) of the respondents described police
officers as abusive, oppressive, or humiliating, while a
significant number perceived them as discriminatory (42.9%)
or unreliable (25%). Only a few respondents perceived police
as neutral, professional or friendly.

A significant number of respondents felt that law
enforcement has had a negative impact on them. Many
felt that bylaw and police officers enforcement officers
stigmatized and discriminated against them (40%), and had
negatively affected their businesses (37.8%). As a result, the
majority of respondents were less likely to seek help from
law enforcement in future situations (62.2%).

Conclusion
Most people who work in Toronto’s spas and wellness
centres are Asian immigrants. Despite widely touted
claims of trafficking in these venues, our research did
not uncover any instances of forced labour or trafficking.
Rather, respondents provided a variety of reasons for
working as holistic practitioners, including the fact that such
employment enabled them to overcome language barriers,
racism, and discrimination in the job market.
The above findings also suggest the bylaws themselves are
problematic, and enable bylaw enforcement and police
officers to use their broad discretion to abuse and harass
practitioners who work in these locations. The majority
of respondents reported that in the past few years, the
approach of inspectors had changed from collaborative
and respectful to abusive and provocative, and that the
practitioners were being targeted. In particular, there is a
perception among practitioners, the vast majority of whom
are from Chinese and other Asian backgrounds, that the
excessive practices of law enforcement officers are the result
of racial profiling and discrimination, rather than to promote
workplace health and safety. For example, some practitioners
had been charged with bylaw infractions when they carried
out measures necessary to protect their own safety, such as
locking the door when they are alone, and protecting their
(and their clients’) personal information. Moreover, officers
had also harassed and intimidated customers and infringed
on their privacy, singling out holistic centers’ clients with
excessive and intrusive scrutiny.

Recommendations
We request that MLS and the Toronto Police Service:
1. End excessive and discriminatory inspections and
prosecutions of holistic centers and practitioners;
2. Thoroughly investigate complaints against bylaw
enforcement from holistic practitioners, and a guarantee
that practitioners will not be punished for making
these complaints;
3. Undertake a comprehensive review of current bylaws and
enforcement policies pertaining to holistic centres, with
meaningful participation of owners, practitioners, and
other stakeholders, such as community organizations
that have knowledge of the situation.

“We need a fair and pleasant
work environment, and that is
a reasonable demand.”
“Times are changing, and
society is moving forward. The
regulations and laws that are
out-of-date should be abolished
or reregulated. (For example,
requiring customers to register
their personal information, and
issuing receipts mandatorily.
These are not reasonable,
meaning it is unlawful to
force the customers to provide
personal information that
infringes on their privacy, and
forcing them to accept receipts,
which are unnecessary.)
Requesting personal
information is against the law,
and forcing customers to accept
receipts is unnecessary, because
no insurance companies will
accept these receipts anyway.
The Division should focus
more on reforming those
unfair, unreasonable, and
out-of-date regulations for
safety and equality reasons.
There should be consumers’
committees and representatives
from holistic centres to
oversee the creation of truly
fair and just regulations; not
just empty words from the
politicians. Principles and the
public interest should be the
primary concern. Again, we
call upon the above parties to
listen to the voices of these
massage practitioners. Do not
use oppressive rules that are
inhumane and unreasonable.”
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Appendix I : Summary of Findings
Demographic
• All of the respondents (100%) were born outside of Canada; the majority came from China (91.8%) and others from Korea, Vietnam, and Thailand.
• Majority have lived in Canada for more than 1 years (47.5% between 1-5 yrs) and 37.7% from 6 to 10 years.
• 42.6% were between 45-54 years old and 39.3% were 35-44. None were under 18.
• Reason to work in holistic centre: The majority cited economic or financial reasons (66.7%) and/or limited employment options
(63.3%). Many could use their professional skills as holistic practitioners (43.3%). None reported being forced to work or being
trafficked, nor under pressure from others.

Working Condition
• Positive aspects: Most respondents enjoyed helping others (78.7%) and good income (65.6%), with many (45.9%) indicating that it
provided better income than other jobs.
• Negative aspects: The majority worried about inspections and/or raids (65.5%) and about being fined and charged (44.8%). Onethird (31%) experienced discrimination and did not feel respected.
• More than half of the respondents had experienced violence in their workplace, such as robbery or theft by clients and other
perpetrator. More than one-third (34.4%) reported that they had been abused or harassed by bylaw enforcement officers.
• Only 4 (6.9%) reported these incidents to law enforcement due to language barrier (48.2%), fear of more inspections (46.4%) or
losing clients or business (46.4%). One-fourth had previous negative or unpleasant experiences with police (25%) or feared revenge
from police (25%). Only 12.1% sought help from community organizations.

Knowledge of Bylaws and Regulations
• Respondents reported that they had very little (38.6%) or average (33.8%) knowledge of applicable bylaws.

Experiences of Inspection and Charge
• The majority of respondents indicated that inspections occurred in their workplace every three months (25.9%). Overall responses
about frequency of inspections ranged from once per year to three times per week or even twice per day.
• Half of the respondents (50%) had been charged and issued tickets for breaching municipal bylaws. The charges related to not
dressing professionally, not keeping records of clients, massage bed not in good repair, locking the door, and operating outside of
office hours.

Misconduct and Abuse by Bylaw Enforcement and Police Officers
• More than one-third (34.4%) reported that they had been abused or harassed by bylaw enforcement officers or police. 22% were
insulted or verbally abused and some (12%) were physically or sexually assaulted.

Perception of law enforcement
• 60% had negative perceptions of bylaw enforcement and police officers because they felt that law enforcement did not respect them
as workers (40%), treated them as criminals (37.8%), or unjustifiably punished them (13.3%).
• More than half described bylaw (51.4%) and police officers (53.6%) as abusive, oppressive, or humiliating, while a significant
number perceived them as discriminatory (34.3%) or unreliable (25.7%).
• Many felt that officers stigmatized and discriminated against them (40%), and had negatively affected their businesses (37.8%). The
majority of respondents were less likely to seek help from law enforcement in future situations (62.2%).
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Appendix II: The survey
Note: when percentages are too small to be meaningful they are omitted
A) Background Information
1. How old are you? Please check the appropriate box.
Younger than 18

0

18-24

0

25-34

5

8.2%

35-44

24

39.3%

45-54

26

42.6%

55-64

6

9.8%

65 or older

0

Total Respondents: 61

2. Were you born in Canada?
Yes

0

No

61

100%

Total Respondents: 61

2a. If no, what is your country of birth?
China

56

91.8%

Korea

2

3.3%

Vietnam

2

3.3%

Thailand

1

1.6%

Total Respondents: 61
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2b. How long have you lived in Canada?
Less than 1 year

3

4.9%

1-5 years

29

47.5%

6-10 years

23

37.7%

More than 10 years

6

9.8%

Total Respondents: 61

3. How would you describe your role in the massage parlour?
Please check all that apply.
Masseuse/ Practitioner

57

93.4%

Manager or Operator

5

8.1%

Owner

8

13.1%

Other:
Total Respondents: 61
• 48 (78.7) are only practitioners
• 3 (4.9%) are both practitioners and managers / operators
• 6 (9.8%) are both practitioners and owners
• 2 (3.3%) are managers / operators
• 2 (3.3%) are owners

4. How long have you worked in massage parlours in Toronto?
Less than 1 year

10

16.4%

1-3 years

29

47.5%

4-6 years

15

24.6%

7-9 years

5

8.2%

More than 10 years

2

3.3%

Total Respondents: 61
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5. What are the major reasons why you work in massage parlours? Please check all that apply.
Economic or financial reasons

40

66.7%

Trouble finding another job

38

63.3%

Flexible working hours

24

40%

Enjoyment of the work

4

6.7%

Career development

2

3.3%

Use of professional skills

26

43.3%

Expanding social networks

2

3.3%

Debt bondage or being forced/trafficked

0

Pressure from family or friends

0

Other:
Contribute to Canadian Society

1

1.7%

Serve others

5

8.3%

Bad health condition / prior work injury

3

5%

Total respondents: 60

6. What was your previous occupation/profession? Please check all that apply.
Food processing / Agriculture sector

15

25%

Sales / Services sector

21

35%

Student

1

1.7%

Housekeeper/ Caretaker / Childcare

21

35%

Entertainment

2

3.3%

Engineer

1

1.7%

Stylist

1

1.7%

Restaurant Work

6

10%

Nurse / Doctor

3

5%

Tourism

1

1.7%

Government official

2

3.3%

Total Respondents: 60
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B) Working Conditions

7. Have you ever experienced any of the following situations in your workplace? Please check all that
apply.
Robbery or theft

22

36%

Physical or sexual assault

12

19.7%

Threats from gangs

7

11.5%

Blackmail

7

11.5%

Refusal of payment from clients or
managers

14

23.0%

Sexual exploitation

0

Labour exploitation

4

Forced to work or trafficked

0

Other

0

Harassment/ abuse by law enforcement (bylaw enforcement officers
or police)

21

6.5%

34.4%

Total Respondents: 61

8. If you experienced the above situations, how did you respond? Please check all that apply.
Called police to report the incident

4

6.9%

Called a different enforcement authority to report the incident

0

Pressed charges against the perpetrator

0

Informed the massage parlour manager or owner

17

29.3%

Kept silent / didn’t tell anyone

16

27.6%

Sought help from community organization

7

12.1%

Sought help from co-worker, friend, or family member

12

20.7%

8

13.8%

Other:
Handled by myself
Total Respondents: 58
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8a. If you called the police or another enforcement authority, what was their response to your complaint?
Please check all that apply.
They carried out an investigation

1

They did nothing or refused to follow up on the complaint

3

They referred you to a community organization

0

They referred you to a another police/government

0

department
Other:
Total Respondents: 4

9. If you have experienced a difficult situation at your massage parlour, but did not call the police or another enforcement authority, what were your reasons for not calling? Please check all that apply.
Fear of more inspections in the parlour

26

46.4%

Fear of losing clients or business

26

46.4%

Fear of being arrested, charged, or fined

17

30.3%

A previous bad or unpleasant experiences with police

14

25%

You think they cannot or will not help

12

21.4%

Being discriminated against by police or other enforcement authorities

18

32.1%

Language barriers

27

48.2%

Fear of revenge from police

14

25%

3

5.1%

Other:
Boss doesn’t approve
Total Respondents: 56
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10. What are some of the positive or beneficial aspects of working in a massage parlour? Please check
all that apply.
Feeling happy and satisfied

16

26.2%

Feeling integrated into Canadian society

14

22.9%

Expanding social network

12

19.7%

Increasing self-confidence

13

21.3%

Enjoying helping others

48

78.7%

Enjoying the source of income

40

65.6%

Better income than other jobs

28

45.9%

Greater security than working independently/alone

16

26.2%

Working with colleagues who speak your language

36

59%

1

2%

Other:
Feeling of freedom
Total Respondents: 61

11. What are some of the negative or bad aspects of working in a massage parlour? Please check all
that apply.
Worrying about sexual transmitted diseases

2

3.4%

Getting injured at work

12

20.7%

Feeling isolated

12

20.7%

Needing to hide from friends and family

13

22.4%

Being discriminated against or not feeling respected

18

31.0%

Worrying about inspections and/or raids from police and other authorities

38

65.5%

Worrying about being fine or charged

26

44.8%

Poor working conditions (for example long hours, etc.)

8

13.8%

Feeling like you don’t have any labour protections

8

13.8%

Total Respondents: 58
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C) Experience with Law Enforcement
12. How much knowledge do you have about the regulations or laws related to massage parlours?
None

7

12.3%

Very little

22

38.6%

Little

5

8.7%

Average or moderate

19

33.3%

Above average

2

3.5%

2

3.5%

A lot
Not sure / don’t know
Total Respondents: 57

13. How do you get your knowledge about the law and regulation of massage parlours?
Learnt from Holistic License Training Program

6

10.5%

Told by co-workers, or by the parlour manager/owner

34

59.6%

Reading the regulation and laws

5

8.8%

Told by the police or other law enforcement (e.g., bylaw officers)

12

21.1%

Total Respondents: 57

14. How often do law enforcement authorities (e.g., police or bylaw officers) do inspections at your
massage parlour?
Less than once a year

7

Every 6 months or so

11

20.4%

Every three months or so

14

25.9%

Once a month

8

14.8%

Once a week

9

16.7%

Other:
Twice a day

1

3 times a week

1

Various/ uncertain

6

Total Respondents: 54
28

11.1%

15. Have you ever been fined or issued a ticket from a police or bylaw officer?
Yes

26

50%

No

26

50%

Total Respondents: 52

15a. If yes, how many times have you been fined or ticketed?
1-2

11

42.3%

3-4

9

34.6%

5-10

4

15.4%

More than 10 times

2

7.7%

Total Respondents: 26

15b. How much were the fines?
0
0-100

12

100-200

11

200-500

5

500-1000

2

More than 1000

2

Total Respondents: 32
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15c. What were the reasons for being fined or ticketed? Please check all that apply.
Not keeping records of clients

3

11.5%

Operating outside of office hours

4

15,4%

Dressing improperly

6

23%

Offering unlisted services

2

7,7%

Not covering the client properly

1

3.8%

Other:

0

Massage bed is not in good repair

3

11.5%

Locking door

4

15.4%

Not having lock for the safe

1

3.8%

Not providing receipt for clients

2

7.7%

Not displaying license

2

7.7%

Hiring practitioners without license

1

3.8%

Obstruction of investigation

2

7.7%

No license number on advertisement

1

3.8%

Total Respondents: 26
16. Have you ever experienced any of the following situations with law enforcement officials (e.g.,
police officers, bylaw officers from Toronto Municipal Licensing and Standards, Border Security
Agents, etc.)? Please check all that apply.
Arrested, issued a ticket, or received a fine

25

50%

Physically or sexually assaulted

6

12%

Insulted or verbally abused

11

22%

Visited in room by officers without warrant

11

14%

Entrapment by officers

2

4%

False allegations (e.g. law enforcement make up evidence to
charge you)

6

12%

Searched for or took your condoms

4

8%

Used condoms as evidence against you

1

2%

Inappropriate or illegal actions taken by law enforcement (e.g.,
theft , blackmail)

4

8%

Have not had problems with law enforcement officials

7

14%

Other:

0
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Search for personal items, such as bags

3

6%

Being ordered to dance and sing

1

2%

Ask the client to leave

1

2%

Ask to meet after work and go to a hotel

1

2%

Total Respondents: 50

17. If you experienced any of the above situations, how did you respond? Please check all that apply.
Called police to report the incident
Called a different enforcement authority to report the incident

1

6.7%

Informed the massage parlour manager or owner

5

33.3%

Kept silent / didn’t tell anyone

4

26.7%

Sought help from community organization

5

33.3%

Pressed charges against the perpetrator

Other:
Total Respondents: 15

17a. If you called the police or another enforcement authority, what was their response to your complaint? Please check all that apply.
They carried out an investigation
They did nothing or refused to follow up on the

1

100%

complaint
They referred you to a community organization
They referred you to a another police/government department
Other:
Total Respondents: 1
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18. How would you describe your experiences with police officers specifically? Please check all that
apply.
They have been friendly, helpful, kind, etc.

1

3.6%

They have been neutral towards you

2

7.1%

They have acted professionally

1

3.5%

They have been abusive, oppressive, or humiliating

15

53.6%

They have acted in a discriminatory way towards you

12

42.9%

They have been unreliable

9

25%

Other:
Total Respondents : 28

19. How would you describe your experiences with bylaw enforcements officers specifically? Please
check all that apply.
They have been friendly, helpful, kind, etc.

3

8.5%

They have been neutral towards you

1

2.9%

They have acted professionally

2

5,7%

They have been abusive, oppressive, or humiliating

18

51.4%

They have acted in a discriminatory way towards you

12

34.3%

They have been unreliable

9

25.7%

1

2.9%

Other:
They are disgusting
Total Respondents: 35
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20. How do police and/or bylaw inspections and raids affect you or your co-workers? Please check all
that apply.
They can be helpful

0

They can increase your sense of protection and safety

1

2.2%

They make it harder for you to negotiate services and condoms with
clients

1

2.2%

They push your work underground

1

2.2%

They make it harder for you to keep condoms at your work

0

They make you feel more stigmatized and discriminated against

18

40%

They make you less likely to seek help from law enforcement

14

31.1%

They have a negative impact on your finances

17

37.8%

1

2.2%

Other:
They are disgusting
Total Respondents: 45

21. Overall, what is your comment on the municipal law enforcement in spas/ wellness centres?
Good

7

15.6%

Bad

27

60%

Neutral

11

24.4%

Others
Total Respondents: 45

21a. Reasons: Please check all that apply.
They protect our safety

3

6.7%

They help us to do our work

1

2.2%

They understand our situation

1

2.2%

They do not respect us as workers

18

40%

They treat us as criminals

17

37.8%

They punish us

6

13.3%

Total Respondents: 45
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22. Do you have comments? Is there anything else that you would like us to know?
Some of the quotes from the respondents:
License (licensing enforcement officers) come too often. They harass our business and clients. We welcome them if they come
with respect and with reasonable frequency.
The government should spend money in the right places. Do you know how much money they spend on the license (bylaw
enforcement officers) to come here? They come a few times a month.
The license (bylaw enforcement officers) should respect us. We pay license fees. They should serve us. They behave like the
“city security” in China who always abuse their power.
An officer asked me to go out with him. He even wants me to pay for the hotel room. I found an excuse to leave. He came
again and again. I told him that I have a camera.
I have worked for almost 10 years. They never told me I had problems before. But now they give me tickets for different reasons.
The police locked me up in handcuffs even though I did not do anything wrong. I forgot to bring my PR card. It was so embarrassing and insulting. I was screaming because I wanted other people to know what was happening. I was released after
my family brought me my PR card and showed it to them.
It is a name card. I have used it for 8 years and was never charged. No one will put the license number on the name card.
They just find whatever reason to give us a ticket.
The license (bylaw enforcement officers) searched my place.
You see, they give me a ticket even if I have a little scratch on the message bed. I have to spend $250 to buy a new bed and
pay $150 fine.
My iPad was stolen a few times. I locked the door for my safety as I am the only person who works here. But the license (bylaw
enforcement officers) did not listen to my explanation. They gave me a $200 fine.
A few spas have shut down because they received too many tickets.
It is important for us to work here. We are members of society. We use our own efforts to serve clients. We contribute greatly
to society. We pay licensing fees and taxes. We should be treated like other businesses.
The enforcement of bylaw has no standard. Different law enforcement officers have different standards.
The way of enforcement has changed in the last few years. They are aiming at giving out the tickets .
I have asked the bylaw enforcement officers but they could not tell me what I should do.
I have been issued more than 20 tickets last year. It has become a great burden for us.
The bylaw enforcement officers were much more reasonable before. For example, they asked us to lock the door in the evenings to protect our safety. But now, we will be issued a ticket if we do so.
I have worked for more than 10 years. It has never been as bad as it is now. They treat us as if we are offenders and as criminals. They do not treat us like a regular business.
No one needs to show their name and address on their license, neither doctor or taxi driver. We can show our license but our
name and address should not be shown to the pubic.
A bylaw enforcement officer came by himself. He asked me to pull up my dress to show my underwear to him. I felt so insulted and embarrassing. I had no choice but to follow his instructions. He searched my place and I asked him if he had a warrant.
He gave me a very bad attitude and he came back again and issued me 3 tickets.
……
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